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ABSTRACT

THE DEFINI NG CHARACTERISTICS
OF A POSTMODERN CHURCH

JUDY NIEIVII JOHNSON
7

_Non-thesis

t15t05

(tvll 597) Project

Many churches are struggling to attract younger generations to their
services. While the ministry changes from traditional style to contemporary style
worked to draw baby-boomers back into the church, it did not have the same
effect on people in their 20's and 30's. However, there are churches that draw
younger generations in large numbers. Known as postmodern churches, they
look significantly different in their worship style and ministry approach.
Contemporary churches have attempted to incorporate the same style elements
into their services, but have not seen similar results. This research goes beyond
these slmple style changes and discusses the shared beliefs, values and
leadership styles of three postmodern churches as compared with three modern

churches Although all three postmodern churches look very different from each
other in their worship services, they share srx defining characteristics and identify
the essential challenges for churches hoping to transition to this ministry model.
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This work is a culmination of many individuals who have shared their
stories, dreams and prayers with me. lvlinistry, whether in a formal position on a

staff or on the front porch on a summer evening, is the most challenging and
rewarding work on this ear1h. This paper is a collection of the wisdom handed

from one person to the next as we have done life and ministry together,

The wisest of all is my husband Dan. His integrity and sensitivity to the
workings of God's spirit has connected our family and friends with a living
example of "one who walks with God". Without his love and encouragement this
endeavor would have never been completed. Thank you.
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lntroduction to Research Question

Backq round: Where have all the voun

ones qone?

ln churches, all across the United States, pastors have noticed how gray

their congregations have become. Over the last 20 years, many evangelical
churches experienced a rise in attendance of younger generations when they
transitioned from traditional church formats to more contemporary styles of
worship (Hybels & Hybels 1995, Barrett 2001).

1

Now those innovative baby

boomers, born 1945-1965, have aged significantly and resemble the older
members that had previously endured dramatic worship changes for the sake of
younger people But the wave of new arrivals on Sunday morning has

decreased. ln 2004 there were 75 million Americans who did not attend church,
up from 39 million in 1991. Of those who did attend only 2 in 10 were between

the ages of 18 and 35 (Barna Research Group,2004). The remaining 80%
sitting in the pews were age 36 and older.
The growing awareness of the problem has been evident by reading
topics covered in evangelical ch urch conference brochures and suggested
reading lists.2 ln an effort to quickly recapture younger members, and reach

those outside the church, leaders began looking for simple add-ons to their
current formats Updating to electric guitars, adding some ambiance with candles

and inserting stories into the sermons seemed to be the favorite options. (Kimball

2004). But adding a few scented candles and video clips did not transform

a
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church into a ministry that reaches the emerging generation. Many pastors bet
the future of their churches on these quick makeovers, rather than understanding
the foundation of these alternative worship approaches, which resulted in

worship add-ons that felt inauthentic and continued the loss of younger people
(Sweet 1999, Easum 2002, Rabey 2001, Martoia 2003). The result has been
frustration, confusion and harsh criticism of a ministry approach few modern
pastors understand (Chang 2000, Colson 2003, Johnston 2001).
Who, then, has been attractrng people in their 20's and 30's? What are the
alternatives in Christianity for those who rejected what the modern, contemporary
church offered? The growing phenomenon has been alternative communities

which attract hundreds of young people (Kimball 2004, Rabey 2001), more
commonly referred to as postmodern churches. Although these new churches
emerged from many established evangelical denominations, they looked very
different from their modern counterparts (Crouch 2004, Pagitt 2004, and fulclaren

2004) They often combined traditional liturgy, biblical theology, communaI

living

and artistic cultural experimentations into unique and original expressions of

Christianity They appear to have connected with the younger generations that
had rejected formal religion but hungered for a new spiritual context (Denton,
Feris & Smith 2003, and Pagitt 2004).
Each postmodern church seemed as individual as a thumbprint, which has
contributed to the frustration of pastors trying to understand this ministry form
fi'om casual observations. Their worship is eclectic, their organizations often

appear haphazard, their music runs the gamut of blues to acoustic to rock, and

2
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their sermons sometimes bordered on sarcasm. lncorporating theology, probrng
questions, and even childhood stories, Debbie Blue (2004) calts it a move away

from reverence to engagement with the Word of God (p 9). Deliberatety different,
the postmodern churches created a new type of church option. Andrew Jones
writes in the introduction to ln Search of Authentic Faith, "Basically, our ministry
is making friends, telling stories, and throwing parties. We are a circle of friends

that is becoming a global neighborhood of spiritual leaders who are trying to find
a new way of doing church," (p.7). The practitioners of postmodern ministry have
avoided establishing definitions which woutd be too narrow and confining (Rabey

2001, Pagitt 2004). Thus, pastors needing to transition their ministry to more
effectively reach younger generations have been left hanging without the familiar
how-to-manual or seminar to follow.3

Resea rc h Problem: Who are vou?

Postmodern ministry is more than window dressing a worship service; it is
an extreme home make-over. Sally lMorgenthaler (2003), in the introduction to

Alternative Worship, clarified the impending choice churches will have to make.

Bottom line, every local congregation has an appointment with the
postmodern transition going on in its own backyard. Besides the gospel of

Jesus Christ, the primary asset we as a church are given is two
coordinates: a specific point on the time line and a specific point on the

J
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planet. lt is up to us whether we will take these divinely established
coordinates seriously. lndianapolis is not Edinburgh and no amount of
candles, stacked television monitors, or candles-in-sand rituals wilJ ever

make it so (p 15)

But how are churches to make such a change if there is no clear understanding
of what they are changing

to? Before a church can make such a transition

to

postmodern ministry, it must understand the foundations of this emerging
ministry model. This research proposes to discover those defining characteristics
of a postmodern church, despite their resistance to such definitions.
ln the process of uncovering such data, one may be tempted to identify

the readily visible markers found in a typical Sunday seruice such as: chosen
music style, length of message, use of PowerPoint and the haircut of the pastor.
lf these easily observed factors were responslble for the new paradigm shift of
ministry then adding a labyrinth and some incense would be sufficient to change

the ministry of a church However, churches are finding such efforts to be
fruitless and inauthentic (Kimball 2004, McManus 2001). The defining
characteristics of a church go much deeper. Based on his analysis of the
Cathotic Church, Richard Cote (1996) emphasizes the vital importance of
examining the underlying beliefs and values of a church as the primary source of
a group's distinctive culture The practitioners of postmodern ministry also cite

the critical differences in core beliefs, practicing values and leadership style as
distinguishing characteristics from modern church ministry (Easum

200| Kimball
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2044, Maftoia 2003, and Mclaren 2004). Therefore, in order to discover the
definition of a postmodern church, the researcher examined beliefs, values and
leadership style in addition to worship format and organizational structure to be
comprehensive in this study.

The researcher approached the topic with these hypotheses as the focus
Hypothesis I is that by looking at frve critical areas in postmodern churches, one

will be able to identify those distinguishing and consistent characteristics that set
these churches aparl from modern churches. The five vital areas of research will
include: organizational structure, worship format, practiced values, leadership
style and core betiefs. Hypothesis ll is that only three of these areas will reveal a
distinct pattern of difference between modern and postmodern churches: core
betiefs, practiced values and leadership style. Hypothesis lll is that organizational
structures and worship formats witl not present a distinctive pattern that sets
postmodern churches apafi from modern churches. These are, in fact, the two
areas where church leaders concentrate their effofts for transition (Kimball,

2004). If these hypotheses are valid, the findings may move pastors beyond
simplified assumptions about style to a foundational understanding of the
characteristics that define this emerging ministry model.

Focus and Limitations of the Studv: Respect

The bulk of scholarly writings on postmodern ministry are based on
theological analysis of postmodern betiefs and practices (Finke ?004, Granquist

5
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2003, Hyman 2004, and Machacek 2003, Wolf 2004). While this is important for
those who use the biblical text and denominational teachings as their personal
point of reference, this study will not relate the data to any biblical or
denominational text. Rather, the researcher has chosen to conduct a quatitative
study based on survey data, personal interaction and analysis of public

information This is not intended as a theological justification for postmodern
ministry, but an in-depth cultural analysis of a group which shares the desire to
redefine what a Christian church community looks like.
While the researcher has personal experience in traditional, modern and
postmodern ministry, she acknowledges a personal bias for the postmodern
ministry model. ln order to test her working assumptions she included modern
churches in the study to compare and contrast the two approaches. Having no
previous relationship with any of the churches or staff involved in the study, the
researcher attempted to be objective in the gathering and analysis of the data.
By comparing actual ministry practices in both ministry models, the researcher

hoped to determine if there was a defining pattern that emerged within the
postmodern churches. Essentially, this is a study of whether the postmodern
churches practice what they preach and if it is a distinctly different approach than

their predecessors in the modern church"

6
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Definitions of Modern and Postm

ern: The times they are a-chanqin'

The transition from a modern culture to a postmodern culture is a
paradigm shift in perspective (Mclaren 2004, Sweet 1991). The modern ministry
approach was created to reach a modern mind-set, primarily targeted for those
born from 1945 on (Hybels & Hybels 1995, Sweet 1999). This modern mind-set
is based in the rationalism and humanism of the Enlightenment period. Stanley
Grenz (1990) says "Specifically. the modern mind assumes that knowledge is
certain, objective and good. l\floreover, moderns assume that, in principle,
knowledge is accessible to the human mind," (p.41). For the modern church,
knowledge is the key to understanding and finding absolute truth, including
biblical analysis for understanding God. lf one understands the biblical prrnciples

to live by, one can expect specific results such as a close relationship with God
and a better life. The postmodern era is a reaction to such absolutes and the
guarantees promised. Grenz continues by saying, "Postrnodern thinkers no
longer find this grand realist ideal tenable ..They argue that we do not simply
encounter a world that is 'out there' but rather that we construct the world using
concepts we bring into it,"

(p 43) Postmodern thinkers do not assume beliefs to

be absolute because someone in authority told them it was true. Rather,
authenticity is based on one's own interaction with the world Leonard Sweet
(1991), Dean of the Theological Seminary at Drew University, describes
postmodern culture as "

.

A time of coming to terms with the plurality of the self

as well as the multidimensional nature of the universe", (p.249). The world has

7
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become complex and postmodern thinkers argue that absolutes that don't
recognize such complexities of life are more difficult to accept.
Sweet (2001) calls those born after 1962, "Natives of the postmodern
culture,"

(p 14). These people have grown

up with virtual reatity, changing

definitions of family, rewrites of scientific theory and cross-cultural societies in a
world whose knowledge becomes obsolete within a few years (Gleick 1987,

Senge 1990, Wheatley 1999) The postmodern era is a direct reaction to the
perceived limits created by modern thinking. Grenz summarizes the complexity of
defining that which has not yet totally materialized by saying, "The postmodern

ethos resists unified, all-encompassing, and universally valid explanations. lt
replaces these with a respect for difference and a celebration of the local and

pafiicular over the expense of the universal," (p 12). Therefore, postmodern

is

the era of reframing one's worldview in reaction to a previous framework which

no longer answers llfe's essential questions (Grenz 1990, Kuhn 1996). This
cultural movement is a fundamental shift in mindset, changing not only the
answers but the very questions that are important to ask (Cimino & Lattin 1998,
Eck 2001

).

Postmodern mindsets embrace experiential knowledge and expanding
mysticism, which previously had been seen as irrelevant in a rational, modern
world. Thus, experiencing God, learning from personaI interaction and exploring

the supernatural became attractive alternatives in postmodern ministry (Baker,
Gray & Brown 2004, and lVitler 2003) As one postmodern website describes,
travelers to this emerging ministry model are explorers in a new world:

I
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you are about to "cross the line." when you do, you will find a safe place

to explore your faith in connection to culture. we are an
emerging/postmodern site exploring what it means to be a follower of the

jesus in today's world. it is in that exploring that we seek not to give you
set of directions, but rather a compass and a

a

map we strive to place our

faith in our lives,2417 and are hyper linked to the organic, connective,
missional and relational moves of the conversation. so, come on in and
cross the line. (www oinkworld net. Lack of capitalization is intentional on
the web site)

Such complex mind shifts have blind-sided some church leaders resulting in
under estimating what is involved in this transition of ministry. Consequently, this

study is a timely step to understanding this transformation of thinkino in ministry.

Pefinitions gf _Pqstr:nod.eln and lVodern lMinistrv: lt/v generation

To provide a place to start, the working definitions of these two types of
churches wilt be based on the target audience mindset that each ministry
approach is designed

for lModern ministry

is based on the Enlightenment

assumptions of the attainment of knowledge and providing proof for beliefs. For

the purpose of this study, the modern church approach to ministry is defined as
church practices that are intentionally focused on reaching the generatrons born

between 1947-1975 by the teaching of biblical knowledge and practical
application to life through a variety of church programs (Hybets 1995, Cimino and

Lattin 1998) Postmodern ministry is based on the need to reframe one's

I
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worldview based on personal experience and explore what was previously
perceived as unanswered by modern ministry. Therefore, postmodern church
ministry is defined as church practices that are intentionally focused on reaching

those born since 1962 which are disenfranchised by religious institutions, by
building relationships, encouraging direct interaction with God and understanding
scripture through experiential learning formats (Rabey 2001, Baker, Gray &
Brown 2004, Kimball 2004, and Sweet 2001 ). 4
Church communities are defined by their individual bylaws or doctrines

that determine: core beliefs, faith practices, membership criteria and decisionmaking process. Denominations are groups of churches that share a common.
ancestry, leadership organization, faith practices and core beliefs (Cimino and

Lattin 19gB). Although this study included six churches from five different
denominations, each church was viewed as an individual community and not as

a representative of any particular denomination. For the sake of this study, a
church is defined as a group of people which share common biblical teaching,
meet together on a weekly basis for worship, parlicipate in activities together and
self-identify as members in community with each other (Easum and Bandy 1997,

Hybels 1995, l\fliller 2003)

r0
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Literatu re Review

Writinqs on Postmodern Min istrv: Alt alono the watchtower

Writers, studying the dynamics and characteristics of the postmodern
church, fall into one of four areas: prophets, preachers, practitioners or

professors Prophets were the first theologians to identify a cultural shift that
would directly affect the direction of the church (hflerton 1961, Nouwen 1981,
Sweet 1991, Cote 1996) Their conclusions were based on scriptural
interpretation and cultural analysis from a wide range of secular sources.
Preachers analyzed the postmodern phenomenon from a theological perspective

on its relationship with scriptural truth (Cobb 200} Van Dyke 20A2, Nicholas
2004). These types of writings make up the majority of scholarly sources
discussing postmodern ministry, but rarely rnclude empirical studies as part of
their work. Practitioners are currently working in postmodern ministry and writing
on the justification and practice of this ministry approach. Their conclusions are
based on personal philosophy, anecdotal evidence and often cite each other as
resources (Kimball 2004, ltlclManus 2001, N4claren 2000, Martoia 2003, and
Pagitt 2004), Their writings make up the primary resources used by church
leadership to understand postmodern ministry They do not cite any empirical

studies, but rely on personal experience and reflections. Professors historically
have used empirical research as the basis for their writings. However, this area

of research is almost devoid of any empiricat studres directly relating to

11
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postmodern ministry, other than general congregational surveys and

denominational histories as they relate to contemporary church models (Barna
Research Group 2004, Barrett 2001, and Roozen 2001).

Literature Review of A nnl ied Studies: What's ooino on

This area of postmodern culture research is in its infancy. ln response, the
search for related studies has to expand to include such broad areas as
sociology, psychology, leadership, business in addition to religlon. There, one
must refine a myriad of possibilities to any applicable studies. This literature
review examines seven empirical studies that are relaled to postmodern ministry,
but do not have a direct f,ccus in postmodern ministry. However, these studies
were foundational to the creation of the too[s and the approach to this particular
research study. These studies examine religion in the areas of church
demographics, values, and beliefs. Finally, several sources were valuable when

discussing leadership styles in innovative organizations, such as new emerging
ministry models.
It should be noted the researcher chose to review studies of postmodern

ministry and not modern ministry. While understanding the modern perspective
was integral to the design of this study, the researcher chose for this review to

focus on available material on postmodern ministry other than antidotal stories or
personal reftections which abound. This paper's list of resources includes
materials from the modern ministry perspective. The researcher would like to

t2
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highlight the writings of Bill Hybels in parlicular as excellent sources for
researching modern minlstry models.

Studi@emoqraphics
Using data obtained from the Nafional Data Program of Socia/ Scrences'

General Suruey series, Roozen and ltlcKinney

(1

990) compare the

demographics of older baby boomers (born 1945-1954) and younger baby
boomers (born 1955-1965) and document the percentage of those attending
church and the reasons supporting any change in attendance over 10 years.
They discovered that 42.8 % of older baby boomers attended church, while only
35 7% of the younger baby boomers attended church. ln additlon, the increase in
attendance by older baby boomers over the 10-year period (71%) directly
resulted from the addition of children (40% as indicated on suruey) and

a

conservative drift in political perspective lAYo as indicated on survey). The
survey also provided the frequency of which people attended church. Roozen

and [McKinney determined that 37% of Americans, ages 30-40, attend church
once or twice a year What is of parlicular interest to postmodern studies is the
9.4% decline in church attendance by older baby boomers when compared with
the earlier generation (born before 1945) This decline continues with a7.Tola

drop in attendance by younger baby boomers when compared with older baby
boomers. This study confirms the clergy's assumptions of declining church

r3
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attendance by the younger generations. hlethodology and sample size
information was not included in the article.

Smith, Faris and Denton (2003), focus on youth (Grades 8-12) Two
surueys, Monitoring the Future, conducted in 1996 with 24,000 parlicipants. and
Suruey of Adolescenf Health, conducted in 1995 with 90,000 pa(icipants,

provides rich data for this analysis. They present statistical findings on three
aspects of youth religiosity (importance of retigion, frequency of prayer, born
again status) and attitudes of alienation towards religion (agreement with
parents, approval of churches, desired rnfluence of churches, financial
donations). Among their key findings is the high percentage of youth who pray
daily or weekly (620/o) and the lower percentage that believe religion is very

impofiant to them (30%). Nearly 2/3 of participants have stated no hostility
towards religion, but their participation in religious institutions does decline with

age.Also,66.9% site their religious beliefs to be the same as their parents. This
study suggests that younger generations have a definite interest in religious

topics, but attend church in lower percentages as they reach their teen years.

Studies of Betiefs and Values

Tracking the correlation between specific values and religiosity, Schwartz

and Huismans (1995) conducted the Values Priority and Religiasify survelr using
1748 adults including Jews, Catholics, Protestants and Greek Orthodox. They

found a very high correlation between religiosity and the values of Tradition,

14
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Conformity, Security and Benevolence, in that order.s fhose values cited as least
preferred among the religious were Hedonism, Stimulation, Setf-Direction and
Universalism, in that order. ln all, 10 values were studied, using 57 individual
value descriptors, with a consistent correlation pattern in a sinusoid curve The
study suppotls the anecdotal evrdence of religious institutions attracting people

steeped in tradition and uniformity (Eck 2001, Sweet 1999, Cimino & Lattin
1998). This study has been repeated extensively and has been found to be a

very reliable (.99 p<.01) survey to use in the discussron of values and religion.
This survey was incorporated as a research tool for this study. Because of the
ambiguity of value definitions. the reliability of this survey provided a proven tool

for determining which values are held in high regard within a church. Part of the
researcher's interest is the possibility that different values will be preferred by a
new generation of believers. The self-proclaimed renegade nature of postmodern
pastors may suggest a different set of values are needed for a new cultural
context (lMclvlanus 2001, [/artoia 2003)
Using a variation of the Re/igious Problem So/rring Sca/e, Phillips lll,
Pargament, Lynn and Crossley (2004) surveyed 262 undergraduates from a
lVlidwestern state university. ln addition to the original questionnaire, they created

a supplement, whtch expanded upon the characteristics of God. The study
related views of God to coping skills The choices of perceived relationship with
God in the midst of proble-ns included: collaborative relationship with God, God
glven freedom to be self-directed,supporled by God but not intervening, and
abandoned by God. The study correlated the view of God in a coping situation

l5
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with self-esteem and levels of depression. The results indicated that those who
viewed God as collaborating with them, or as supported by God, had higher
levels of self esteem and lower levels of depression. Those who viewed God as
abandoning them had the lowest levels of self-esteem and the highest levels of
anxiety and depression. There is a validity problem with this study, parlicularly
with the use of definitions perceived by participants. However, this study was
helpful in providing an example of measuring beliefs, which will be vital in

determining characteristics of postmodern ministry. The beliefs explored here are
comparable with the constructs of God that postmodern ministry attempts to

address (McLaren 2004).

Studjes on _Leadership

Avolio and Jung (1999) conducted a study which compared the effect of
leadership style on group and individual performance as it correlated with
innovative problem-solving Avolio and Jung analyzed two groups, one led by a

transformational leader and one led by a transactional leader. ttllultiple factors
were measured, including cross-cultural

d

ifferences between the 1 53 Asian

students and the 194 Caucasian students who participated. The results showed
that individuals who prefer coilective work produce more ideas (consisting of
long-term solutions) under a transformational leader. Students who prefer

working alone produce more ideas (consisting of short term solutions) rrrorking
under a transactional leader. ln addition, students from different cultures reacted
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to the same leadership style in different ways. This study suggests that factors,
such as collective identity, cultural difference and individual motivation directly
determine the effectiveness of leadership styles. The type of leadership called for
in a collective church body may be very different from that which is called for in
indlvidual development. These are imporlant considerations when identifying

effective leadership in the new postmodern church. This study served as an
example for comparrng these two types of leadership styles: transformational and

transactional leadersh ip
At the Center for Creative Leadership, Burnside, Amabile and Gryskiewicz
(1987) developed a survey to assess an organization's creative and innovative
culture. They identified nine environmental stimulants for creativity: individual
freedom, sufficient challenge, sufficient time, healthy pressure, supervisory
management. organizational support, innovation recognition and sufficient

resources. They also identified three environmental obstacles to creativity:
preserving status quo. inappropriate evaluation and organizational indifference.
Analyzing the responses of the 595 participants produces identifying markers for
improvement and highlights the effective characteristics of the organization.
lnnovation is critically needed in the church if it is to remain a relevant force in

people's lives (Beach 2004, Hybels 2002). Postmodern churches describe
themselves as creative organizations (ttflarloia 2003, ltr'lclt/anus & firlclt/anus
2005). This type of analysis measures the creative culture of the organizations.
Upon revjewing the cultural characteristics that support or hinder crea.tivity, the

t7
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researcher included questions related to these markers as part of the survey
created to help identify support for creativity in postmodern churches.

Gill Hickman (1997) presents a conceptual framework of leadership in his
study of transforming organizations. Basing his work on Burns (1978) and Bass
(1995), he explores the defining leadership considerations in an innovative high
school and the transformational culture that developed. He determined five key
factors which affected innovation in the organization: the environment, leadership
structure, core values and purpose, and organizational design. He concluded
that, "The outcome of organizations created or reconfigured using a

transformistic perspective are not solely exceptional services, products, or
profits.. they are qualitative changes in the well-being of the individual,
organization, and society," (p.12). Hick's observes how leadership actions altered
a culture within an organizatron. This conceptual framework and the stated

outcomes are similar to the qualities of an innovative church culture that
postmodern practitioners observe in their own organizations (Bandy & Easum
1997, Martoia 2003). The factors relate directly with Avolio's (1999) defining
characteristics of transformational leadership style as well. Consistently, the

transformational style of leadership is linked to innovative organizations

in

studies (Antonakis, J., Avolio, B. & Sivasubramaniam, N.2003; Jung, D., Chow,
C. & Wu, A. 2003; Nystrom 2002) Therefore, the researcher chose to test if

transformational leadership was evident in postmodern churches, comparing it
with transactional leadership which is found in more stable and traditional
organizations (Avolio 1 999)
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Postmodern ministry is an area ln need of additionat empirical research.

Antidotal stories abound. The previous measurements for success, such as
membership size or sales of ministry materials written by a particular church, will
not accurately reflect the goals of a different ministry model. As noted by Kuhn
(1996) in a paradigm shift the research questions themseJves need to change in
order to accurately study the emerging models. The literature reviewed provides
signposts for proven measurements and qualifiers in the areas of values, beliefs
and leadership styles. A secondary list of resources is provided to reflect the
expanding amount of anecdotal information in this area, but did not provide any
empirical research about this phenomenon of postmodern ministry. The
researcher did use this material to understand the conversations that are
currently taking place in this area. Future studies must be focused directly on
postmodern ministry to provide a base of empirical foundation of understanding

this emerging model for the curious and desperate alike.
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Methodoloqy of the Studv

Desion of the Research St udv. We've onlv iust bequn

To discover the defining characteristics of a postmodern church, the
research was designed around two basic components: comparing multiple
postmodern churches to each other and comparing the postmodern churches

with a group of modern churches. The researcher wanted a variety of sources of
data to ensure a more comprehensive analysis of the church culture. Various
research tools were used including: a demographic questionnaire, an online
membership survey. personal interviews, web site analysis and site visits during

worship services. The data collected was categorized into the five areas under
investigation: values, beliefs, leadership, organization and worship. This section

will review the methodology for each tool used, and for the initial sampling of
churches.

Samplinq l\lethodoloqv for Contra stinq Groups of Churches

The postmodern churches considered for the study self-identified
themselves as postmodern church communities focused on reaching people who
are disenfranchised by institutional religion and r,vho have a pattern of attracting

people in their 20's and 30's ldentification was based on statements made on
the church's individual websites and the church being cited as postmodern on
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internet search engines.6 Additional criteria for parlicipation in the study included:
in existence for a minimum of five years, located within a select metropolitan

area, and maintaining an active, informative website.

'To further limit the scope

of the research, churches were limited to Protestant or non-denominational

affiliatrons. The researcher's initial focus on the trends within the Evangelical
churches excluded the Catholic Church based on significant differences in core
church doctrine. The researcher chose to concentrate on churches that were
initially birthed from evangelical denominations (lvlclaren 2001, Rabey 2001).
Four churches met the initial criteria; three agreed to participate in the study.
Each church in this group was assigned a church code of

P

1, PZ or P3.

To provide a comparison group three modern churches were asked to
participate in the study. These churches were matched to parlicipating
postmodern churches by the following criteria: within the target metropolitan
area, minimum five years in existence, maintaining an active and informative
website, and of Protestant or non-denominational and evangelical affiliation. For
the purposes of this study, the researcher also limited the sampling of modern
churches to Willow Creek Association members.* Wiltow Creek Association
members pafticipate in training and develop ministry approaches based on the
modern, evangelical ministry model developed by Bill Hybels and Willow Creek
Community Church. The researcher required the comparison group to share
stmitar philosophies in ministry approach to represent a singular modern church
worldview, as the postmodern group had identified as sharing a postmodern
worldview and approach to ministry, Therefore, drawing from the Willow Creek
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Association member's list, the researcher found five churches that met the
criteria and three of which agreed to parlicipate in the study. e Each church in this
group was assigned a church code of M1, M2, or h/3.

Samplinq Methodoloqv for lndivi dual Pafticipation

ln all six churches, sampling procedures for the various research tools
were the same For the demographic questionnaire, an administrator who had
access to the data base of each church was identified by the pastor and
contacted by the researcher. The researcher and administrator met in person
while the questionnaire was completed. For the Membership Online Survey, the
researcher provided the administrator with an email request containing the
survey link and individual church code. The administrator emailed the request to
all members of the church and/or included the content in a bulletin

announcement Only members of the church were asked to complete the survey.
Their Individual identities were kept anonymous. The researcher only categorized
responses by church codes and age demographics. Paper copies of the survey

were provided for each church so those without access to a computer could
complete the survey on paper Completed forms were placed in a sealed box by

the respondents and were retrieved by the researcher. Written responses were
entered into the data base under the appropriate church code by the researcher.
For the leadership interuiews, the senior pastor(s) of each church was

asked to meet with the researcher for a 30 minute interview. If the church did not
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have a senior pastor in place, then the person in the next level of leadership was
interviewed. Since there are multiple modern and postmodern churches located
ln the selected metropolitan area, the identity of the individual churches and their

senior pastors were kept confidential in this final report. ln addition, the
admintstrator of each church provided the researcher with a list of staff and lay
leadership and their contact information. The researcher randomly selected four
names off each list and requested an interview The researcher kept their
individual identities and responses confidential.

Comprehensive Research Procedure

Once the researcher established churches that met the research criteria,
each pastor was contacted by email and phone to request participation in the

study. Upon hearing the expectations for parlicipation, each pastor provided
written permission for their organization to parlicipate with the understanding that
their church identity would remain confidential in the final repon. A timeline was
planned with each church that included the distribution of the email request for
participation in the membership survey, the interview with the pastor(s), and
completion of the demographic questionnaire fMembers were asked to complete

the survey within two weeks of email notification After two weeks, if a sampling

of 10% of active members had not been received from the church; a second
email was sent to the membership or posted in the bulletin. lndividual interviews
with other leaders in each church were conducted by phone or in person. The
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study period. The researcher also reviewed each church's website and publicly
available materiaI such as bulletins, announcement sheets or visitor materials.
Pages from each web site were downloaded twice during the course of the 8-

week study period as all the churches updated their website information during
that time.

Online Membership Survev

Two identifying questions were initially asked on the survey: their assigned
church code and one demographic question regarding age. Respondents could
skip a question and continue on with the survey as they felt comfortable. The

survey included three sections of questions (see Appendix A). The first section
surveyed values and used a modified version of the Values Religiosity Scale by
Schwartz and Huismans (1995).'0 Section 1 listed 30 values (scated down from

the original 57 Schwartz used) and asked the participant to rate the relevance of
that value to their life on a S-point scale, from -1 for "opposed to my values", to 0

for "neutral", to 3 for "of supreme impoftance". The mean score was established
by church for each value.
Section 2 surveyed six core beliefs about God, church and relationships

as identified by the postm:dern practitioners (Kimball 2004, [Vlc[\4anus 2001,
I\flclaren 2000, and lVartoia 2003). Each belief was reworded three or four times
in this section, accounting for 25 questlons on the survey. Two opposing beliefs
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were paired, one from a modern framework and one from the postmodern
framework. Participants were asked to choose which one was more
representative of their current personal beliefs. A percentage of responses were
recorded by church for each question Responses were then categorized into the
srx core beliefs categories.

Section 3 compared transactional and transformational leadership style.
Practitioners of postmodern ministry identify transformational leadership style as
a crucial element in postmodern ministry (Easum 2002. [v1ar1oia 2003). For
comparison purposes, the researcher listed four contrastrng characteristics of
transformational and transactional leadership styles (Avolio 1999) and asked
participants to choose which one was more representative of their personal
church experience. Each characteristic was reworded and repeated four times,
accounting for 20 questions on the survey. Again, a percentage of responses

were recorded by church for each question; responses were then grouped rnto
the four transformational leadership characteristics categories.
Finatly, included in Section 3 were four questions pertaining to general
"feel" of the church or ethos, based on descriptors used for innovative
organizations (Avolio 1999). [V]artoia (2001) describes ethos as, "That intangible,
tough-to-finger feel that attracts or repels people like opposites poles of a
magrtet," (p 1). Two opposing responses were paired and respondents were
asked to choose one which describes their church experience. Percentages were
recorded by church for each question.
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The entire survey was tested by bible study group participants from nonparticipating churches, prior to use in the study. One group self-identified as
modern and the other as postmodern. There were a total of 20 survey

participants in the test groups. Their responses did form a pattern as predicted by
the researcher. These two groups were assigned P4 or

lv14

as therr church code

D.emographjc Survev

The demographic survey consisted of nine questions (see Appendix B).

The data requested included: age and affiliation of the church, staff/member
ratio, ministry areas and membership requirements. The designated
administrator had access to the church data base, while the researcher did not.
Each church was asked to provide an organizational chart, either in paper form
or to draw it. !nformation from the questronnaire determined the target sample

size (10%) for each church for the membership survey. Data was compared with
other churches in regards to ministry program areas and membership criteria.
Organizatlonal charls were cornpared regarding levels of decision-making power
and the identification of leaders within each church. Age of the church and
religious affiliation were recorded
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Leadership lnterviews

ln the leadership interviews, the researcher used a 12 question template

to dtscuss a variety of topics (see Appendix C). Leaders were asked for their
initial, personal responses to the questions, rather than from a denominational or
specified group view point. Questions covered such topics as: leadership style,
ministry focus, spiritual formation process. and church culture. The researcher
recorded each conversation, including comments that did not pertain to any
specific question. ln two of the modern churches, senior pastors had recentty
resigned. The acting leader of each church was interviewed in these two cases.
ln one church situation, multiple people co-pastor the church In this case, the
researcher interviewed the pastors together, per their request. The information
obtained rn these interviews was analyzed for confirmation, contradiction or
embellishment upon the data collected by the membership survey.

Website An alvsis

The church websites were reviewed for the following factors: declarative
information about purpose, beliefs and values: commentary from staff and
departmental descriptions; general site design anu priority of topic pages, depth
of information about ministry areas; general tone and feel; additional links
provided. Web page information provided the researcher with the initial
information on values, beliefs; leadership style, organizational structure and
worship format (see Appendix D) The survey, interviews and observations
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conflrmed, contradicted or embellished the public information found on the
websites in these areas. Websites were read at least four times during the
course of the 8-week research period.

Worship Observations

On two different occasions. the researcher attended a worship service at

each church. The researcher did not identify herself but participated in the
service as a casual visitor Observations included personal interaction,

attendee's demographics, music style, service format, prayer content, transition
style and faith practices. The researcher also noted sermon style and content.
Bulletins, study guides, announcement sheets and visitor information were
collected and reviewed. The researcher developed a worship matrix to
objectively record specific elements of each worship experience and compares

them by church in an organized fashion (see Appendix E).
The researcher also attempted to describe a general "feel" of the service.
This is the one descriptor that was difficult to remain objective while conducting
the study Every individual has a preferred worship style, as does the researcher,
and can have difficulty remaining unbiased. The creation of the worship matrix
was to assist the researcher in listing specific elements within the worship
experience and reduce the personal bias she rnight bring to the worship

obse:vations. However. the researcher did record a narrative summary of each
site observation in order to provrde antidotal examples of the study's findings.
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Data Results

General Demooraphics: Start me up

Over all, 237 surveys were returned. Percentages of membership
pafticipation varied depending on each church's definrtion for membership. Two
postmodern churches, P1 and P3, had a 10% response rate. One postmodern

church,P2, had a lower rate of 7%. The three modern churches had a7-9%
response rate. When broken down by age, the demographics of each church are
apparent (Table 1). This illustrates the target audiences each church is attracting.
However, the remaining data was categorized by churches and not broken down
by age for this particular study.

Table 1: Age demographics on Membership Online Survey

1B-29 30-39
P1

42 B6%

?2

5%

38 1%

40-49

50-59

14.29o/o

4 760h

6

55% 20oh , 15ok

0-69

70+

0%

a%

u/o
^o/

1%
Ao/a

I

P3

66 67%

8 33%

0%

0%

34 78%

18 48%

LTBoh

9

tM2

7 69Vo , 12 82Yo 20.51o/o 41 03%

10 26%

7 69%

IVl3

9 76%

25Yo

fvl

12 ZVo

39 02%

12

7 8o/o

2o/o 17 07Yo 9.76%

Age group with highest percentage of responses
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Another notable factor in the data results was number of responses.
Comparable size of church membership was one criterron the researcher could
not take into account The postmodern churches selected ranged in size from G7

to 350 members The modern churches selected ranged in membership size
from 516-1376. Therefore, alt data on the survey was analyzed by percentages
of responses within each church (or mean score for measuring values) rather
than by actual number of responses.
The resulting percentages gathered from the survey were statistically
insignificant, in that the value differences were small and based on a timited
group of respondents However, the researcher noticed a consistent pattern of
percentage differences develop through out the course of the study. Therefore,
the data results will highlight the patterns that emerged from the data; but the
researcher notes statistically the data from the Membership Online survey could
be viewed as similar among all six churches.

Data Results on Values: Good Vibrations

ln Section 1 of the fVlembership Online Suryey, 30 values were rated on a
5-point scale signifying the imporlance of each value as a guiding principle in

one's life. A mean score was calculated for each value by church to see if a
similar pattern arose among the three postmodern churches, and was distinctive
from the three modern churches (see Appendix l=). ln addition, these results were
compared with Schwartz's and Huismans' (1995) findings to see if there were
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any differences worth noting between their study and this study. The values
section of the survey yielded four significant findings.

r

There were strong similarlties in six values between the two groups of
ch urches.

.

There were three values held in high regard by both groups that the
researcher did not expect to see shared by postmodern and modern
churches alike.

r

There were distinctive differences in seven values that appeared
between the two groups

.

There were distinctive differences between Schwartz's and Huismans'
study and the postmodern group noted throughout

Consistently, ten values were held in the highest regard with each
postmodern church (Tables 2a and 2b). They included. loving, respectful,
forgiving, enjoying life", social justice, creativity*, commitment, broad-minded*,

wisdom* and curiosity.. The noted values scored significantly lower in Swartz's
and Huismans'original study. The ten values held in highest regard by the
modern group included: loving, commitment, respect, forgiving, wisdom, self
discipline. obedience, helpful, stability, and enjoying life
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Table 2a: Ten highest values in postmodern churches (1-S)
3

trP1

IP2

.)

trP3

1

trM1
0

IM2

-1

Loving

Respect

Forgive

Enjoy Life

trM3

Soc Just

Table 2b: Ten Highest values in postmodern churches (6-10)
a

trP1

IP2
EP3

?
1

ffi]

0

tr

H

I

Commit

triz

trm3

-1

Creativity

M'l

Brd-Mind

Wisdom

Curiosity

Three values, which placed in the top four values by both churches, had a
mean score of 2 3 or higher These included. respect, forgiving and loving. Also,

the same three values were cited by both groups as held in low regard; each
church scored these values at.82 or lower. These includedt social status. wealth,
and public imagettThese three were the only values that consistently showed
responses of "opposed to my values" in all six churches (Table 3). When
compared with Schwartz's and Huismans'original study, these six values were
conststent in placement with their previous findings. Loving, forgiving and respect
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were among the highest five values scored; social status, wealth and pubtic
image placed in the lowest third of all 57 values scored.

Table 3: Highest and lowest values

trPl
IP2

3
2
I

trP3

0

trMl
IM2

-1

Respect

Forgiving

Loving

Social sts

Wealth

trM3

Public lmg

When looking at the top ten values held by each group, three values
surprised the researcher Commitment and enjoying life were ranked very high
by all churches. Commitment scored 2.1 and higher with all six churches;
Enjoying life scored 1 8 and hlgher Wisdom was also very high, although it was
higher in P3 than the in P1 or P2 (Tabte 4). Commitment was closely related with
obedience and self-discipline in the Schwartz and Huismans'study. Here it
became a separate value of significant rank in all three postmodern churches,
even though obedience and self-discipline were scored much lower by the

postmoJern group. Enjoying life, the lowest value held on the Schwartz study
was ranked high, even by the modern churches.
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Table 4: Three values held in high regard by both groups
3

trP1

lP2

2

trP3

1

trMl
r ii2

0
1

Commitment

Wisdorn

trM3

Enjoying Life

When comparing the top ten values of both groups, there were substantial
differences in seven values between the two groups (Table 5). Not only do
consistencies appear among the postmodern group for those values that are held
high inctuding: creativity, curiosity, broad-minded and social justice, but there

were marked differences between the postmodern group and the modern group
regarding the preferred values of self-discipline, obedience and stability.

Table 5: Values with significant differences between groups
3

trP1

2

IP2
trP3
trMr

1

0

rH2

I

Self-Dscp Obedienc Stability

Creativity Curiosity Brd-Mind

trM3

Soc Just

The values of self-discipline, obedience and stability were high in Schwartz's
and Huismans'results. These values were regarded lower in the postmodern

churches [n fact. eight of the ten highest values cited by the modern group
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match Schwartz's and Huismans'results as values held in high regard by
religious people. By contrast, only five values in the postmodern churches were
compatible with Schwartz's and Huismans' findings (loving, forgiving, respect
commitment, and wisdom); five additional values that were held in high regard by
the postmodern group (creativity, enjoying life, curiosity, broad-minded and social
justice) were rated very low in Schwartz's and Huismans'findings Creativity is a
value cited in Willow Creek resource materrals (Beach 2004), which is why it is
not surprising it rated slightly higher with the modern group of churches as well.
Consistently, the same ten values were regarded as the highest values in

each postmodern church: loving, respectful, forgiving, enjoying life, social justice,
creativity, commitment, broad-minded, wisdom and curiosity These ten values
are confirmed by the information found on each postmodern church's website.l2
The value of loving is used in reference to loving each other and loving God
specifically. On P1's website it states, "We want our growth to reflect the direction
of the cross

- growing

closer to God and to one another simultaneously."

Respectful, forgiving and broad-minded are reflected by inclusive invitatlons to

everyone no matter their beliefs. statements of acknowledging the hurt the
church has prevrously inflicted on some people and referencing the use of
shame-free material. One church's website, P3, it reads, "We welcome you to

join us in person at any of our gatherings, meals or conversations...We invite you
to join with us in pursuing the dreams and love of God for the world in the way of

Jesus." Another church , P2, describes their focus this way:
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Having seen the power of the Jesus story in our lives, we seek to tell that
story to people around us. While we seek the healing and forgiveness of
all people, we see our special mission as that of ministering to those who
have, for a number of different reasons, come to understanding the Good
News of Jesus' gospel as bad news. Therefore, in the face of cynicism,

despair, and misunderstanding we seek to bear witness to the hope,
reconciliation, justice and mercy of the story of Jesus the Christ, in the
context of a community of worship and responsibility.

The value of commitment was described as ongoing participation in the
community. resource support and practicing the teachings of Jesus Christ in

everyday life on all three postmodern websites. Wisdom and curiosity is reflected
in worship descriptions citing engaging the scripture or pursuing supplemental

activities such as Theology Pub. Hosted by P1, the invitation reads as, "Come
explore where the sacred and the mundane intersect in everyday life, watch and
discuss the film, and explore our relationship with God." Other postmodern
churches are hosting a visiting theologian from another country or working
through the bible in a year. The value of creativity is exemplified by: the original
music each postmodern church develops, the use of the arts such as the Art
Mobile and galleries onsite and by worship events using multi-media such as
icons, stations-of-the-cross or the labyrinth. On P3's website it says, "!Ve believe

that beauty, ar1 and creativity should be valued, used. and understood as coming
from or being connected to the Creator". Socialjustice is noted by activities, such
as planting neighborhood vegetable gardens, panicipating in the National Aids
Walk or supporting farm co-ops As cited on P2's website they admit to being, "A
stimulus for social justice, consciousness-raising, and acts of mercy." One church
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has emergency houslng in their church while another shares their funding with
local social service agencies. One church created their own service organization
for the, "empowerment of our neighbors" and to provide tutoring, computers,
resources and friendships to those who live next door. All three postmodern
churches had clear examples of expressing these ten values as stated on their
webs ites.

Data R

ults of Beliefs: Liq ht mv fire

Core beliefs of a church are usually found in the membership bylaws,

written creeds, Sunday school materials or visitor information packets. All six
churches included their basic core beliefs on their websites.'3 All six churches
identify their belief in God and the saving grace of his son, Jesus Christ. Each
mention the faith practices of personal commitment to Jesus Christ, sharing
communion, worship gatherings. scriptural foundations for their beliefs and
service to the community at large. The survey assumed these basic beliefs were
shared between churches and focused on six supplemental beliefs that have
been identified as distinctive from modern ministry models (Sweet 1990, Easum
2000). A summary of all the beliefs surveyed, and their results, is provided in the
appendixes (see Appendix G) Tables 6-8 groups all the beliefs surveyed into six
belief categories and the percentages of those who indicated a belief as more
accurately reflecting their current beliefs.
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The first two beliefs concern spiritual development (see Table 6). The first

belief is that it is more important to explore the question than simply provide the
answer. The postmodern churches showed very high percentages in support of

this belief (95%-100%). Although the modern churches agreed that

Table 6: Beliefs (Percentases of those who aqreed with statement)

,P1 ,P2
1

2

lore the uestions
Church rnvrtes uestions
Tell me a sto
God invites our uestions

95
95
B1

100

Spiritujr_l_[qnsforqing process 95
q,7
God rnitlates relat
Belonging before belief
Spiritual journey
/b
God works before decision

iss

ffi

Conslstent with in 15% points
between
odern churches

P3

M1

M2

M3

95 i 100

bJ

100
80

100

64

bU

t1 5

IUU

42

59

4o

6n

1oo I 1oo i 1oo I gz-i roo

i g0 I tOO +t I OO iO:
64 t66 i7s 74
50
A.)
i6o
32 i57 34
i54 i60 51

84 :90

76

IBB

81

Difference exceeds 25% between groups of
churches

the questions are important, fewer people believed it was more important to
explore the question than providing the answer (60%-77%). Both groups believe

that God invites our questions (97%-100% in all churches). But fewer in the
modern group thought they should work on finding the answers by themselves.

When asked if they wanted to figure out what a story means by themselves or

just be told what they should know, the modern group had a lower percentage
saying they wanted to figure it out on their own (42%-59%) than the postmodern

group (80%-100%) Consistently, the postmodern group prefers to pursue
exploration themselves, rather then being told what the right answers are
Secondly, both groups believe God works in a person's life before he/she
makes a decision (76%-90% for all churches). However, the postmodern group
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believes spiritual transformation is a life-long process (90%-100%) rather than a
single decision. The modern group had a lower percentage of people who viewed
it as a process (41%-63%) rather than a decision. The postmodern group

believes that spiritual transformation is a journey with God influencing a person
along the way (70%-100%) As stated on P1's website, "We strive to be authentic
in our search for God as we work out our faith journeys together." The modern

groups had a lower percentage that believes transformation is a journey (51%60%), rather than a destination. Both groups believe in God's interaction in one's
life; however, the postmodern group believes in slightly higher percentages that

there can be a process of spiritual development in place prior to a decision being
made to commit to Jesus Christ.

These beliefs were confirmed by information on each postmodern
church's website. One (P1)states clearly, "Uy'e seek to make disciples as Jesus
commanded; recognizing that God's work on our life and hearl is often a lifelong
process rather than an instant decision.

" Both groups recognize

God's

interaction in people's Iives before and after a decision is made; but the
postmodern churches. in their public information, dialogue and sermons,
emphasize wrestling with faith rather than crossing a line of faith. As P2 explains,
"We seek to create a place where questions are encouraged, where you will not

be handed a checklrst of orlhodoxy, where ambiguity is not the enemy of faith but
its partner. You may occasionally be led to suspend your intellect. But you will
not be required to sacrifice it". Recognizing the process of exploring God is

consistent tn the postmodern group, while driving people to a decision of
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commitment to Jesus Christ for transformation is more heavily favored in the
modern group.'o
The third and fourth beliefs focus on learning style preferences (see Table

7)

ln the modern ministry model, allowing people to act as audience members,

to observe anonymously and hear about God, was a safe way to introduce
people to the gospel (Hybels and Hybels 1995) The postmodern ministry model
suggested that the opposite was needed (Sweet

lggg). ln order to learn best,

one must interact with God directly and interact with each other. Though not
showing a strong difference between the groups, the postmodern churches did
have a slightly higher percentage of those desiring expanding interaction with
God in order to learn about him (75ok-100%) over the modern group (68%-81%)
One postmodern church (P2) had lower percentages of interaction with God vs.
gaining knowledge of him This is also reflected in their worship as they have less
Table 7: Beliefs (Percentases of those who aqreed with statement)
P1

3

Learn

82

erience

Ex enence m

of God

and interactron r,v/God
Direct interaction

i,v/G
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?2

i70
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a-7
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i
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Jb
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B1
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68

(JU
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91

BB I86
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-74

i

4. Discuss to
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Learn from commun
Partici ate while ex lorin
Learn
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60
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100
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47
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i
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Difference exceeds 25% between groups
of churches

interactive opportunities as part of the community then the other postmodern
churches provide (see section on worship observations). The most consistent
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responses among the postmodern churches were a desire to learn by experience

lAYo-lZ%), and the desire to experience the mystery of God (55%-83%). The
modern churches had high percentages in the belief that direct interaction with
God over trained biblical interpretation (86%-9

1Yo)

was imporlant However, the

desire for exploring specifically the mystery of God was significanily lower (3G%4e%).
lnteraction with each other is the preferred teaching method among
postmodern churches (60%-82%) and modern churches (7?%-82%) alike.
However, the postmodern churches saw community relationships as an
important way to learn about God (80%-90%). The modern churches prefer to be

taught by a single pastoral teacher (52% -73ok). Doug Pagitt, pastor of
Solomon's Porch, describes the imporlance of community teachers in his book
Spiritual Reimaging.A week in the life of an experimental church,

The truth of the matter is that we all hold beliefs that are heretical or goofy

to one degree or another. Being in community where we discuss our
beliefs and thoughts allows us to see our own more clearly We are not left

to ourselves to obtain right betief, nor are we given the impression that
only a select few members of the body can be trusted to instruct us in the

ways of faith, (p 91)

One of the strongest evidences of this belief is in the creation of the sermon. ln

the postmodern churches, sermons are created in community groups, where a
variety of voices help shape topics and insights into the scriptures. One church
has co-pastors that dialogue with each other. ln another, there is an open bible
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study time every Tuesday that shapes the direction of the sermon for the

following Sunday. ln the modern churches, the sermons are created in private
studies by the speakers The postmodern pastors alt cited the critical importance
of community relationships shaping the biblical lessons shared with the larger
group,

Complimenting the belief in spiritual process, these three postmodern
churches agree one should parlicipate in faith practices while one explores
issues of faith. The postmodern churches cite this as important (95%-100%) in

the process of spiritual development. The modern churches agreed with this
belief at a slightly lower rate (78o/a-92%). This belief is addressed on both group's

websites as well For example, while the modern churches welcome everyone to
come explore their questions about faith, participation in communion is reserved
for those who are committed followers of Jesus Christ. The postmodern websites
explicitly extend invitations to join in worship practices, such as communion, to

anyone no matter where they are in their faith journey. One pastor (P1) said, "We
let people bring their own meaning to the faith practices they participate in."
lnteraction with faith practices, as well as interaction with each other, appears to
be preferred by postmodern churches as a teaching method over a single
individual, such as the pastor, simply telling everyone what to believe.
The final two beliefs focus on engagement with outside influences (see

Table 8). This belief focuses on the sources of learning material that is viewed as
acceptable for influencing a particular church's culture. The postmodern
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Table 8: Beliefs (Percentaqes of those who agreed with statement)
tr \/Vd

J.

i

of sources w/ bible
Biblical truth tn culture
Varietv of faith traditions
Multiple community teachers

6E

ed in current culture
Personal service to nei bors
Church role to serve world
Church is resource to others

Consistent wrthin 15% points
between postmodern churches
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churches are scripturally based, as stated on their websites and exemplified by

faith practices in their services. But, as a group they see current culture as
containing biblical truth (8?%-100%), meaning that biblical concepts such as
salvation or unconditional love can be found and understood in novels, movies,
music, politics, history or even personal experience. ln addition, faith practices
(from outslde their church denominations) are seen as valuable contributions to

their Christian experience (B4Yo-100%). By contrast, the modern churches were
significantly lower in believing biblical truth is found in current culture (33%-SE%)
or that learning from outside their faith traditions is important (59%-79%). These
postmodern churches explore the historical Christian church beyond
denominationa[ lines. One of the postmodern websites (P2) stated it this way,
"We affirm the classical confessions of Christendom, not as a litmus test for

orlhodoxy, but as the historical trail of the many diverse communities who have
confessed Jesus as the Christ." Another postmodern church (P3) says, "We
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represent a generous orthodoxy, rooted in the scripture and consistent with the
ancient creeds of the church."
Not only does the postmodern group value outside influences, but

welcomes a variety of sources This is more clearly evident when reviewing the
worship observations. Each postmodern church is careful to note that they are
Christian churches following the teachings of Jesus Christ and that they are
biblically based in their beliefs. But openness to finding biblical truth from cultural

and historical sources is a strong belief of these communities.
The finat belief is the engagement of the Christian in the cultural

surroundings Postmodern members believe one should be engaged in the
culture (90%-100%) where as the modern members are less enthusiastic (83%85%), ln addition, the postmodern group consistently believes the church's role is
to serve the world rather than to save it (90%-100%). Fewer modern church
members believe the church should be serving the world (58%-72%) rather than
savrng

it.

Although the postmodern websites state clearly that they believe

everyone needs the saving grace of Jesus Christ, what role the church plays in
daily interactions is qualified The postmodern churches believe that by serving
the needs of others and experiencing life together, they will come to understand
the love of God, rather than emphasizing convefting others. One website (P3)
explains:

Our belief is that God intends Christianity be a way of life which sends us
into the world to serve God and our neighbors, so that God's will may be
done on earth as it is in heaven The church is never to be the withdrawn
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or isolated end user of the gospel of Jesus; rather, we receive it so that we
may be equipped and sent into the world to tove our neighbors and serve
"the least of these".

Coupled wlth the value of socialjustice, this perspective of a servant relationship
to those outside the church is consistent with all three postmodern churches. The
modern churches emphasized the role of saving the world on their websites. One
church ([41)stated, "As a local church, our primary task is to effectively bring the
gospel of Jesus Christ to a lost world". Another one (tVI3) writes, "Our Mission is

to bring the message of salvation through Jesus Christ to the lost, as the Holy
Spirit of God directs, through personal and congregationaJ outreach to the
community". A consistent pattern of postmodern churches emphasizing serving
the community, and the modern churches saving the lost, emerges suppo(ing

these critica I be liefs

Data Results of Leade

hip Stvle Walk this wav

The components of transformational leadership were used as markers for
defining leadership culture including: idealized behavior, inspirational and
motivational, intellectual stir rulation and individualized consideration (Avolio

1999). The summary of all responses in this section is found in the appendixes
(see Appendix H). Of the four components Avolio uses to describe the style of

transformational leadership, only two (idealized behavior and intetlectuat
stimulation) showed significant differences between the two groups of churches
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(see Tables 9-12). These findings were also confirmed by the interviews with the
pastors and those working with them. All six churches in the study had
experienced great change in their congregations over the last five years, either

from transltioning from traditional to contemporary models or from starting a new
church model altogether Therefore, the researcher was not surprised to find
evidence of transformational leadership, needed for innovative organizations

(Avolio 1995), in all six churches. However, the areas of dlfference are distinctive
enough to establish a higher degree of transforming leadership style present in
postmodern churches.
ldealrzed behavior, modeled by the transformational leader, was one of

the distinctive differences between the postmodern and modern churches (see
Table 9). ln the postmodern churches, pastors were comfortable with chaos and
ambiguity as therr churches wrestled with their emerging identity (52%-95%).

This sharply contrasts with the modern churches much lower percentages citing
thriving on chaos. ln fact, alt the postmodern pastors interviewed talked

Table 9: Transformational Leadership (percentaqe of those agreeinq with statement)
1. Idealized Behavior
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It/istakes are
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Consistent wrthrn 15% points betrveen postmodern
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q)
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about their lack of organization and administrative skills One pastor commented,
"We make each other do administrative tasks because none of us are very good
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at it." Another confessed, "We need a type 3 person on the Enneegram to help
us organize, if we could stand to work with him". '5 Self-described as relaxed and
casual, these pastors contribute to an environment that flows in chaos rather
than flowing with organization The members cited the presence of innovative
(760/0-100%), risk-taking (100%) and forgiving (92%-100%) behavior by targe

percentages in the postmodern group One modern church, [\41, had higher
percentages of these behaviors as well This church had experienced major
changes over the last five years, while M2 and tt43 had experienced less ministry

changes, These attributes of innovation, risk-taking and forgiveness, encourage
an experimental culture that the pastors described as vital for them.

One important difference between postmodern churches is whether
changes are sensed or managed. The oldest postmodern church (P2 has been in
existence for

I

years) had a higher percentage of people citing managing change

vs. sensing it (53%) than the other postmodern churches (80%-83%). This may

be a natural result of working in church ministry for a longer perrod of time.

Table 10: Transformational Leadership (percentage of those agreeing with the statement)
2

r

P1 ,PZ i P3

lnspiring and Motivational

Vlsion is ins rfln vs. understandable
I understand m
sibrirtres vs. tasks
Vision kee us drivi /movin
focus/stable
Vision challen es me vs. confirms
beliefs
onsistent within 15% pornts betr,veen postmodern
churches
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,
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56
83
72
34

tra

34
86
56
42

B2

60
20

Differen ce exceeds 25% between groups of
churche S

There was no distinctive pattern that emerged in the area of inspiring and
motivational (see Table 10) The ability to verbalize a competling vision is a core
skill for the modern and postmodern church alike (Hybels 2004, l\4artoia 2003).
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Thus, the researcher was not surprised that both groups showed similar results.
What was distinctive in this area was the way in which the pastors described their

vision Two of the modern churches were without senior pastors, M2 and M3,
and consequently talked of trying to maintain stability while in transition The
remaining modern pastor spoke with clarrty about the vision and the need for
everyone to get on the same page with this vision. The postmodern pastors

talked about a vision of facilitating a new concept of church. While the original
vision may have come from them, community relationships have shaped and
refined this vision along the way. One pastor (P1)said, "The original vision has
evolved with time as we have clarified our own identity as a community." Another
pastor (P3) said," Our vislon and personal identity evolves with every new person
added to the community lt is meant to morph because each person brings a new

piece here." Even the language in which vision is arlrculated is laced with cultural
metaphors such as "organic or fluid" rather than evangelical church terms such
as "defining or primary". Vision is described as a guiding force; specifically not as

a mandate for adherence as described by the postmodern pastors Thus, while a
compelling vision rs vital to both ministry models, the degree to which others
shape the vision appears to be distinctive between the two groups.
IntellectuaI stimulation is the most distinctive area of difference between
modern and postmodern leadership style. The postmodern churches had a larger
percentage of members citing a variety of learning resources and creative

encouragement (see Table 11). [tlodeled by the postmodern pastors, exploring
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many sources of information in addition to the bible is important (68%-83%). The
modern churches viewed this as important in lower percentages (40%,14o/o). The
Table 11: Transformational leadership (percentage of those aqreeinq with statement)
3. lntellectual Stimulation

i
I

Learn about many subiect areas (vs. Christianity onl
Dedicated time for dreamr
vs. if there is time
Learn from outside our tradition
on our tradition
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pastors described themselves as learners and drew from historical texts, cultural
media, popular secular writers, people on the margins and international faith
communities for their own personal education The members of postmodern
churches cited learning from outside their own faith traditions as imporlant (83%95o/o) The modern church members saw this as less imporlant (5a%-58%). The

global internet of the postmodern culture has broadened the options for sources
of information (Senge 1990, Sweet 1991, Wheatley 2001) Not only do books,
movies and history influence thinking; so does the vast internet communities that
postmodern ministry has fostered. to Outside sources of information are not
viewed as a threat to Christianity, but as the cultural context in which Christianity

finds itself. Postmodern communities appear to pursue intellectual stimulation in
many areas, including the biblical text and outside denominational boundaries.
There was no significant difference in the area of individualized
consideration (see Table 12) Overall, the postmodern churches had a higher
percentage of members say they had a voice in the community (78%-95%) and
helped create their area of service (80%-92%) The modern churches had a
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lower percentage saying they had a voice in the community (57o/o-77o/o) or helped
create their area of service (55o/a-61%). There may be two contributing factors
Table 12: Transformational Leadership (percentaqe of responses aqreeinq with statementl
4. lndividualized Consideration

;P1
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to this percentage difference. First, when these postmodern churches began, the
original membershrp created roles and ministries as needed. [4ore estab]ished
churches (over 1O-years old) needed to fill roles for ministries that were already
up and running. Consequently, as the postmodern churches age, they may find
individualized consideration for ministry more challenging as ministry roles
become more established. Secondly, the smaller an organization is, the easier it
is to consider individual gifting (Hybels and Hybels 1995). People know each

other better. The postmodern pastors expressed their desire for a close
community (vs. drawing large numbers of people) to help people develop their
individual gifts and ministries. Larger congregations have more ministry needs to
supply and may not be able to afford the luxury of individualized consideration
year after year '7 They need to simply fill the stots at crucial times of the year.
One difference that was mentioned by the postmodern pastors is the deliberate
priority placed on God's calling of individual members, and not just filling ministry
slots to facilitate the vision of the leaders in charge. While the modern pastors

also mentioned the desire for people to find their individual calling, they did state
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the real need to fill service slots in established ministry arees was as equally
impoftant

The characteristics of transformational leadership were consistently cited
by larger percentages by the members of postmodern churches. ln particular,
tdealized behavior and intellectua] stimulation were significantly higher in the
postmodern churches than in the modern group; as well as slightly higher
percentages of individualized consideration and inspinng and motivational
behavior. Consequently, a consistent pattern of transformational leadership style
was seen in the postmodern churches. The modern group cited characteristics of

transformational leadership as well, but not as consistently in all four areas as
defined by Avolio (1999). Some additional descriptors that all six churches
shared in the interviews included: permission-giving, coJlaborative, passionate,
and vision casting. However, the postmodern churches added these additional
descriptors that were consistent among those three churches. They included.
conversational facilitator, open to God, quiet leader, listener, laisser-faire. One
unique description of his personal leadership style was described by a
postmodern pastor as,

".

a Norwegian Densel Washington, right brain, non-

linier, not organizationally gifted, working things out as we go" type of style. This
is distinctly different from one of the modern pastor's descriptions of his style as

"Getting everyone on the same page to see the vision move forward".
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Data Results of Leadershi p lnterviews. Wh at'd I sav

ln addition to the Online li/embership Survey, the interviews with pastors
and lay leaders provided severaI supporling themes to their own defining
characteristics of postmodern churches including: motivations behind creating

these church models, new definitions of leadership, the spiritual formation
process and the role of community in their individual churches. While similarities
between the modern pastors were sometimes inconsistent, the postmodern

pastors revealed strong similarities in their thinking in these areas (Appendix l).

Leadership lnterviews Motivations for a New Kild of Church

liluch like Stanley Grenz's description of postmodern culture as
responding to unmet needs in the previous era, the motivation to begin these
new church models was based on a deep hunger that something was missing in

the pastor's personal faith experiences Speaking about his background in an
evangeJical mega-church, Doug Pagitt (2004) vrrites in Reimaging Formation.

There was no big dramatic shift in my thinking but rather this lurking sense
that there were levels of faith I knew nothing of and yet needed to enter if
was to remain a Christian at all. lt was a feeling I couldn't shake, and yet

I

I

also felt I couldn't futly arliculate what I needeC ljust knew I needed a
change," (p 37)
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The postmodern pastors described this sense of needing something that moved
them further towards a changed life that made a difference in this world, not just
continuing a self-serving church experience. Dan Johnson, a spiritual director,
points out, "As people begin to recognize a deep stirring from God they begin to
articulate what it is by identifying what it is not. This is the first step towards a
significant change." '8 Each one of the postmodern pastors approached this new
model by creating something that was purposefully "not" a modern church.
Working from common criticisms of the church, and based on the experiences of
the disenfranchised, these pastors described what therr new church models
attempted to leave behind including: corporate structure, rigid orlhodoxy,

judgmental platforms, formulated seruices, narrow biblical interpretation,
controlled excellence, self-centered focus and imitation practices. These leaders
expressed that this new model could not be encassed in a re-formatted old
model. "l envisioned a different type of church and knew it had to be created,
starl fresh The old models couldn't change enough to accommodate this dream."
"\iVe sat around a table and asked ourselves, if we were going to make a church

what would it look like? How would it be different?" "Our home church knew they
could not create what people in this generation needed We had to start fresh
somewhere else, and look very different from what they had known before." Each
pastor expressed not only the perceived shortcomings of the previous churches,
but how they would be consciously meet those unmet needs as a new church
community. Two churches, P2 and P3, were careful to cite that their focus was
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not to reach a specific age group; but to create a safe place to meet this specific
desire for tife-giving change in people who no longer viewed the church as a
legitimate option.

Leadership lnterviews: New Defin itio ns of LeAdership

The definition of leadership for these pastors has evolved from the
leadership models encouraged in the modern church (Hybels 2004, McManus
2004). The modern pastors all cited the new emphasis on leadership that came
with the transition from traditional church models to the more contemporary
church model. Several of the postmodern pastors balked at even using the word
"leadership", which has become a strong focus within the evangelical church.

1e

ln the creation of each postmodern church, the role of the leader was deliberately
rewritten. One pastor (P1) described it as being on the bottom of an invefted
pyramid, "My role is to serve as a resource for others. That means letting go of

the rights and privileges that leadership brings, but none of the responsibility".
Another pastor (P3) described leadership as a communal structure, "!Ve come
behind and support others with a collective consideration for the organization.

There are no differences in title, only function." Several mentioned that the
prestige, large offices and personality followings that was sometimes associated

with leadership, particularly in the mega-churches, has left a bad taste in their
mouths. The co-pastors of one church (P2) said, almost in unison, "We point to
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God and point away from ourselves. As'leaders'we are responsible to get out of
God's way".

A central part of the vision for these new churches included a new way to
approach the traditional leadership role. This included: flatter organizations (see
section on organizational structure), building personal relationships with
members at all levels of the organization, valuing those with different styles and
perspectives, and consciously letting go of power and control. These pastors
admit they are the final authority in their organizations but use different tools such
as conversation, questions, relationships and mentoring than what traditionally
has been associated with an authoritative leadership role. They have deliberately
stepped away from the modern example of a visionary CEO who controls the
flow of information and power (Avolio 1999, Hagberg 1994, Wheatley 2001).
Looking not so much for star players, one pastor (P1) described himself as
functioning as the developers of dreams (tMartoia 2004, Pagitt 2004, and
MclVlanus & McManus 2005) Their practices include: asking young people to

step into leadership roles and try it out, creating "on the ground apprentice

"

opportunities and encouraging people to act on the individual dreams God has
g

iven them

.

Leaders are often the primary teachers of a church community (Hybels
2004, It/c[\4anus 2005, Easum & Brandy 1997) As an example of this new
definition of leadership, one can look at who is given a voice as a teacher. Two
of the modern churches (ltl2 and

[/3) rely heavily on those who have formal

experience teaching such as seminary interns, associate pastors or those who
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have proven their leadership ability in business corporations. One modern church
(lU1) requires teachers to be trained over two years prior to teaching in the mini-

congregations. Also, their curriculum is researched for six months, and refined by

the Pastor of Adult Education before being used. ln contrast, the postmodern
churches invite people at different stages of faith to openly converse and teach
each other in study groups and the worship service. This does not mean there is
blanket acceptance of all views as gospel, but rather the exchange of ideas, even
with those whom one disagrees, is seen as imporlant for spiritual formation by

these pastors. Debbie Blue explains this earthy exchange of the gospel and its
ability to withstand such challenges in her book Spirituat Orthodoxy.

The Word of God, the word of anybody is the attempt of a live being to
communicate something. lf God is in any meaningful sense living, then

you'd think the Word of God might engage us in a conversation or some
sort of relationship rather than hit us like stone tablets falling from the sky.

lf God is in any meaningful sense alive, then the Word of God wouldn't be
Iike an untouchable repository of facts about God that you must handle

barely and gingerly, but something you could crash around in, actually
wrestle with, (p. 9-10)

The postmodern churches deliberately engage a variety of voices to participate
as teachers. There is a deliberate openness to learning from people, even from
people on the fringes of society Thus, the definition of leadership is purposefully
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broader than previous models suggested. As one pastor stated their approach to

the roles of leaders, "Find what is good and help draw it out Have a sense of
respect of what I am. And don't make a big deal out of leaders, it excludes

people... and it's not that big of a deal."

Leadership I nterviews : Spiri tual Formation Process

The modern churches were very consistent in their approach to the
spiritual formation or development process. When asked how one develops
believers, each modern church leader listed a series of classes or programs that
move people from visitor to fully serving within a church ministry area that uses
their spiritual gifts. One church (tU1) laid out their series of programs including:

Community 101 class consisting of a few sessions to understand the core
teachings of the church, completing Ihe Purpose Driven Life, completing a
spiritual gifts inventory and connecting with a specific ministry area to serve in;
participating in the age-specific mini-congregatron for teaching and fellowship;
serving in a specific ministry area; parlicipating in a small group; and supporting

the ministry of the church by tithing Another church (l\13) had a variety of small
groups and age-appropriate classes including a current class on Spiritual

Formation Another church ([42) had small groups and a variety of developmental
classes including Alpha classes which reviews basics beliefs of the Christian
faith. Two of the modern churches,

[\/12

and lM3, also had a confirmation program

for their young people where they learn the core teachings of the church,
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pafticipate in service projects, and concluded with a cetebration ceremony for all
the participants and therr families. These modern churches have found these
programs within the church to be an effective way to teach and lead people

through spiritual development
The postmodern pastors responded to the question of how to develop
believers with a pondering look before providing nearly identical responses,

"\y'Ue

simply live our lives". Although each postmodern church offers bible study
groups, discussion groups or service projects, these are seen as supplementa! to

the active participation in everyday life outside the church living as they envision
Jesus did, by loving others in tangible ways. The postmodern leaders foster
developing faith through relationships outside the church and having the central
missional focus of Jesus Christ. Alex hlcManus (2005), from Mosaic Church in

L.A , describes the difference this way:

The disciples are called to focus on others. lt is this cause that creates the
"must-ness" of Jesus'team, not the community that creates the "mustness" of the cause. As we say at [/osaic, cause creates community.
Unlike many modern approaches, Jesus doesn't make being in community

the mission. Neither does he promise amazing benefits to the disciples if
they follow him (Developing a [Vlissional Team Part

3,p

1)

These postmodern pastors have deliberately moved away from creating an
internal focus of programs, classes and serving church ministry needs to an
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outward focus. One pastor (P2) described it as "living one's life through loving
interaction with a huiling world". As described by the modern pastors, the church
provides knowledge for spiritual growth, examples of behavior and service within
the church, and evidence of promised benefits to the disciple The postmodern
pastors cite this concept of discipleship as too internally focused for developing
believers. Each postmodern pastor mentioned two new frameworks for spiritual
development: how a Christran should live and the process of spiritual journeys.

The postmodern leaders emphasized living one's life "out there" and
buildlng relationships for the sake of friendship. which results in people being
drawn to God because of experiencing the evidence of love in one's life and
actions. Rather than focusing on programs and services that attract people, one

just lives one's tife out in the community. As one young leader said, "\I,/e love
what we do. and people are drawn to that and want to love what we love." These
pastors emphasize that if one is a follower of Jesus, their focus is on the needs of
others and each person's mission is to love with actions, not just words. As one
young woman said, "l lust talk and be with my friends." One does not build
relationships based on the potential for conversion, but simply because if one
loves Jesus then one must love others Another young leader described the
changed behavror of a follower of Jesus as," I help people in need. Live my life

as a good person the best way I can Lead by example Love peopte; be nonjudgmenta[, positive and honest." As one pastor stated, our mission is to," Make
friends. Live in a normaI way. l'm critical of churches that "attract" people. Being
missional is a legitimate way of being. We're not just a food shelf, but live with
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God in us." The postmodern leaders believe that in everyday interactions is

where important spiritua! knowledge is gained, rather than in formal programs or

classes. One pastor goes on to say," People are encouraged to go deeper and
to be changed along the way There is a collective spirituality. We are becoming
more human and partners with God Community does not happen in the worship

gathering,but in the dinners in homes on Wednesday night." Each pastor
emphasized the importance of "being" changed and not just "learning about"

change. They state this is not a program one follows, but a habitual way to live.
When one views spiritual formation as a journey, rather than a decision,
there is a marked difference in the approach in the spiritual development of
people. The modern pastors talked from a programmatic viewpoint which shifts
once someone makes a decision for Jesus. lt begins with a worship service that
is "seeker friendly" and allows people to learn about God and hear the benefits to

being in relationship with him (Hybels and Hybels 1995). There are specific
programs, such as the Alpha program, which is designed for those who are not
believers but "seekers". Here they are introduced to basic beliefs from which they
can make a more informed decision about following Jesus. Or there are people
with the gift of evangelism who are in strategic places, such as the front of the
church or at an outreach event, who can meet with people that have been moved
by the message and are ready to make a decision for Christ Once people have

crossed the line of faith, they move through a series of classes or bible studies to
mature in faith. As one pastor (M1)described it, "We challenge them with the

truth of the scripture. We have specific programs: Community 101, Spiritual gifts
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inventory, serving in the church, small congregations with specific curriculum for
people to go deeper." lnclusion in the community is marked by parlicipation in

faith practices such as communion, baptism and becoming a mernber of a small
group. Specific programs are intended to lead one to making the decision; other
programs are desrgned for discipleship after the decision has been made. One
modern pastor (lMZ) mentioned another popular program that helps committed
Christians to reach those outside the church, "V'/e are beginning the Contagious
Christian program (Willow Creek resource). The focus is on getting people to
make a decision for Christ. ln the past it's been on discipleship of our people."

These programs contain excellent material and are biblically based. However,
one church leader

(tv13)

noted a hunger for something different growing in their

congregation, "We need more spiritual directors and coaches. How can we come
alongside others? Even our confirmation program needs to engage in dialogue

more' there is consistency between the modern churches in the identification
and use of appropriate programs for seekers or for believers.

20

The postmodern pastors emphasize that spiritual development is a
process without agreed upon "before" and ''after" criteria. Therefore, participation
in such things as faith practices and discussion groups is open to everyone in

process, no matter if they have made a decision for Jesus or not. One pastor

(P1)describes this process as, "We meet people where they are at. Work with
their questions: they may not think they need answers, but they do. But they
have to work it out through relationships and many conversations. We work with

their passions " Each pastor mentioned that the participation in the historical
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elements of worship or contributing to a bible discussion group helps people
process their own wrestling with God, Jesus and faith. But is it essential to have
a safe environment where people are free to explore and not required to conform

while in process. One of the co-pastors (P2) explained, "We induct people into
the spaciousness of God, into receiving Him We point to the Good News and
point away from ourselves. Practically, we use bible studies, the Lexionary, the
Book of Common Prayer. We tell the story." Another co-pastor added, "We want
people to be free as they explore " These pastors consciously avoid terms such

as "seeker" or "believer". Rather, they identify themselves as people in spiritual
process as well. One co-pastor admits, "We are broken and vulnerable
ourselves. American religiosity tries to undermine that. We emphasize God's

active love for us, which is way different from prescribing morality." Lay leaders
agree. "Vy'e belleve in the lntegrity and honesty of the label. We build trust."
"Being open and honest and consistent is vital. lt keeps people exploring and
nurtures them along the way." Both modern and postmodern churches rely on

the scripture. small groups and various classes to help people go deeper in their
faith. But to meet people in spiritual process, the postmodern pastors prefer
home-grown bible studies, participation in historical church practices and openended dialogues with individ uals over purchased packaged programs.
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Leadership lnterviews: The Role of Communitv

Evident in the interviews was the distinct difference in definition of the
word "community". The modern church leaders referred to community as the
group of people actively parlicipating in the life of the church. They have
observed that within this church community key relationships are established and
spiritual transformation is facilitated The postmodern church leaders referred to
community as participants, neighbors, friends and strangers in the surrounding
area, whether they were active in the life of the church or not. The postmodern
leaders viewed the larger metropolitan community as their central focus of
spiritual transformation. As Pagitt notes in his book, "When we take the step and
engage our lives with those around us and find ourselves not only thinking like

Jesus but living like Jesus, there is a transformation that is unlike anything else,"
(p. 1s0)
The modern pastors have seen wonder-ful relationships built once

a

person begins attending the church. They regularly use outreach events to

create invitation opportunities for members to use with family and friends. A
critical point is to get people to come to the church for servlces, classes or events
and build a relationship from there ln the postmodern churches, engagement in
the church community is not defined by regularly attending the Sunday service or
a women's bible study group Community begins wrth a conversation in the on

the front porch or over a washer in the Laundromat. Postmodern pastors point
out the difference between an outreach event and just tiving one's faith out in the
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neighborhood. As one pastor noted, "Community takes place at the neighbor's
house Wednesday night during dinner; not at the (worship) gathering on Sunday
night." This broader definition of community creates afuzzy boundary for defining

who is "in" and who is "out". The pastors emphasize clear borders are not the
point; connections are. These leaders emphasize that the relationships, whether
in the church or not, are the critical factor rather than adding more people to a

church program.
Thus, the postmodern pastors share a vision of a priority for community
over programs; and they admit it is a more difficult road to choose. Programs can

be implemented quickly Relationships take time and effort. One of the copastors exp

la

ined

:

Getting people connected is a challenge; we have no set structure for
small groups lnterest drives our options for people, like an interest in
music or social justice projects That is where we try to hetp people
connect. We resist organized structure at every level.

Postmodern lay leaders and pastors alike said authentic relationships cannot be
programmed, they must be lived. Another pastor noted, "Living with people is
hard, but a good

hard

Trying to be a communal expression is challenging. To

elicit dreams and hopes from people is the mission, helping them live beyond

their pasts and move towards something else " Programs can be helpful in
providing knowledge and life applications of scripture. But within the context of
relationships, the content material becomes more fluid and personal.
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Postmodern pastors are quick to point out the foundational base of
scripture they rely on; but living as examples of God's Jove with the wider
community is as critical. Rather than working with definitions of who is in or out,
Dan Johnson has noted that many postmodern people actually use a framing
question, "What moves people towards God, and what moves them away from
God?" Leaving the practice of presenting the gospel to lost people, postmodern
pastors all believe living the gospel in community relationships moves people

towards God in what they see as a more biblical manner. One pastor says
simply, "Openness, conversation, experimentation, dialogue. I hate the formality
that separates

us I live out my passions;

others join in. People want to grow

beyond themselves." Thus, the postmodern pastors emphasrze the gospel is
deliberately shared through a wider community of relationships, rather than

through more organ ized programs or events.

DaLa Results of Crganizational Struqture: Stand bv me

Both the modern and postmodern churches have similar structural
elements in place. These include: at least one seminary-trained pastor,

designated leader positions for ministry areas, established membership criteria, a
weekly worship service (or gathering), set faith practices, bible studies and small
groups, community events. service projects and a growing budget. What is
distinctive between the two ministry models is the role of leaders in the
organizational structure. The modern churches, when transitioning from
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traditional church models to contemporary church models, changed their
leadership formats from the "pastor does it all" to more of a team approach.

21

One modern pastor (ful1)cited this as the major change for his church,
"!Ve moved from a traditional to a people/missional focus...We changed to an
executive team organization structure This gave us more freedom to go with
ideas, still stay on track and develop, envision and implement." While these

teams provided new ministry capability, they still were subject to definitions of
who can be a leader/teacher, their purpose in the spiritual development of
believers and the role of the community members. For example, one church (M1)
had very specific criteria in place for those who could be moved into leadership
positions. The ministry needs, or serving opporlunities, were established by the

church leadership as it fit into the over all ministry design.
Finally, those participating in the ministry roles were well trained for their

area of service prior to be placed in the position This was also the largest church
that participated in the study and developed this system in order to meet the
needs of a large and diverse group of people in an organized way. The
postmodern organizations moved from team structures to point persons for
ministry areas or events. As ideas developed, individuals were identified as key
contacts and given the freedom to act. This simplified structure allowed the
ministries to respond to needs quickly with little organizatlonal delays. lt also
flattened the organizational s';ructure, spreading ministry control and influence
opportunity to more people The organizationaI strr.rcture adjusted as the church

grew and more needs were identified. All three postmodern churches are
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significantly smaller ln size than the modern churches. Thus, leaner
organizational structures seem to meet the current needs of their smalter
congregations. The largest postmodern church (P2) mentioned severat times that
their organizatronal structure has changed as they have grown, and they worry
about their ability to remain a flat organization as the ministry needs grow.

The major difference in the organizational structures can be seen by the
organizational charls requested by the researcher. The modern churches had
graphs and listings prepared (see Appendix J). They are quite detailed, even
including responsibilities and reporting structures in some cases. As many as

eight layers of positions were listed in one church. One church leader (M3) noted
their multiple layered structural approaches, "U/e have moved from clergy driven
ministry to lay ministry." But he went on to note some improvements could be
made, "Luther started a theological revotution, not a structural one. We need to
come full circle with the priesthood of the believers There is a call to all people
and we need to flesh out the second part of the reformation." ln these larger
church organizations, the modern church leaders described the necessity of wel]

defined roles and multiple layers of involvement For the variety of programs and
services offered, these organizational structures have served their congregations
well.

The postmodern churches have intentionally flatter, and simpler,
organizations. ln fact, the postmodern church leaders found it humorous that the
researcher even asked for an organizational chart. No one had one. The charts
provided were hand-drawn. described as estimations at best (see Appendix K).
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ln essence, point people were responsible for a regular ministry area or specific

project. lf someone had a desire to start something up, they could. They just
were responsible for that particular piece. For example, in one church (P1)there
is one person who oversees community life. But many different individuals are

the point person for a specific activity or event. ln another church (P3), a couple
of community members felt the need to do a clothing exchange for the
neighborhood. They announced it, worked it, and eventually had to clean up after

it. But it was not under the umbrella of a specific ministry area, nor did it require a
ministry proposal prior They simply took action after a brief conversation with the
pastor and community coordinator. In two of the churches, the leadership team
members are self appointed. There are criteria for responsibilities, but they are
not voted into their positions by the church board as in many modern
organizations. With flatter organizations, people are forced to work out the details
of an event or project together rather than concentrating overall decision-making
power to a select few This was another deliberate choice of the postmodern
pastors to encourage shared responsibilities among many.

Another result of flatter organizations is that the hierarchy system loses
impoftance. ln corporate structures, promotions to places of greater responsibility
also include personal credit for the results and prestigious titles.

22

With the

corporate leadership model of team management, many modern churches
estabtished complex organizational structures with titles and levels one could
advance to, including the executive management team at the top. '= This
concentrated the decision-making power to a select few. This was an
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improvement for many churches where the pastor previously had sole control,
responsibility, and burnout potential. But in the interviews various postmodern
leaders cited this model of corporate CEO's and executive teams as inhibiting
and ego-building One pastor (P1) saw this change occur even within the
postmodern church itself He recalls:

Our church was originally pastor centered, the'l'll do that'syndrome; now
we are restructured. We have new lay leadership and a community pastor
who empowers others in leadership. We have God ordained, selfrecognized leaders who share the vision but not individuat power. They
support others in their work.

The postmodern pastors have community members share in. sermon creation,
speaking opportunities, vision casting, core value selection and ministry focus.

These pastors admitted to being changed as much as they expect their members
to change One pastor (P3) noted,

l'm in process of becoming me, moving from potential to becoming. t'm
more cautious, creative, and contextual. I want to be a new me in 5 years,
which is a constant in my life. I don't want a church of stabilrty. We are
constantly becoming something new, together.

The modern church leaders expressed their experiences of change as weil.
However, they view change on a more personal level as they have found their
leadership skills evolving; while the organizational changes of their churches
have been more pastor directed The postmodern churches retained structural
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elements from their parent churches; but they significantly changed the
organizational structure in the hope to be more innovative as a group and
maximize the development of individuals in the process.
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the life

All 12 worship services were very different from each other in style and
feel. However, they contained many of the same elements, even the same songs
and sermon topics in some cases. The beliefs and values of a community inform
the worship service, not visa versa. Single elements do not determine the feel of

the service; it is how and why these elements are put together that flavors the
experience (Beach 2004, Kimball 2003). By briefly describing a service in each
church, one can begin to see the shaping force of the foundational values,
betiefs, and leadership choices rather than merely the style decisions each
church made.

P1

: lnner citv rock 'n roll

Located in an urban business district, P1 holds its services in a back box
theatre. They do not own their building, nor do they have plans to acquire one.
The froni lobby is bare except for a few tables; one with information on the Aids

Walk, one with coffee and fresh pastries (free) and one with votive candles to
light for prayer requests and a box to place the offering

in

lnside the worship
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area, seating is tiered and one must walk through the alter space to get to a seat.

There is a large cross standing next to the band; the alter holds the communion
bread with wine and three candles. Adornments to the room include a freestanding cross, oriental rugs and a small table with a bowl of water for an infant
baptism.

These candles are lit to open the service in the name of the Father, and
the Son, and the Holy Spirit. There are several songs sung, with a rock-n-roll
style band complete with fatigues, jeans and an electric cello. The woman

worship leader explains the original idea behind one song, other wise there are
no spoken transitions between songs. We all join the singing as the words, and a
prayer from the Catholic tradition. are listed in the bulletin. The music includes a
modern-day wording to a lazzed hymn and a story rewrite of a classic Lennon
melody. One song was based on the passage of scripture about the treasurer's

repofi to Candace, the Queen of Ethiopia. Original words and tunes are unique to
each of the three bands which take turns playing in the services We "pass the
peace" by greeting each other and shaking hands. Water is used as a symbot
during the message following a traditionat baby baptisrn The message is like a
dialogue between the pastor and the group and continues the series about living

the resurrected life. He uses a suitcase as an illustration about prepping for the
Christian life but never actually living it

out Prayers are led by the community

pastor during a song and include an opportunity for people to share requests

sporttaneously Also this group joins in the World Cycle of Prayers of the People
that prays for specific countries in crisrs each Sunday.2a lnvitations to community
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events are shared, along with introducing which person is the contact such as the
May Day art project and the upcoming retreat weekend. The service includes
communion, with each person coming to the alter to receive the bread and the

wine (or grape juice). The benediction closes the service. The pastor greets each
person, by name, as they leave. The feel is casual, relaxed and intimate.
The worship bulletin highlights the ministries of the church. The service is
laid out, including words to songs and explanations for visitors such as what to
do with communion and that the coffee is free. The passage of scripture used in

the sermon is printed out. A diagram on the back of the bulletin is the symbol for
the message series. Several bible study groups have invitations, including the
Theology Pub group which meets in a local bar. One group is reading through
the bible in a year. A group meets to attend and discuss local theatre
productions. There is a kickball team to join and field trips to other churches to
gain more insights about worship experiences. Also, Parlners-in-Giving is
highlighted, which lists local non-profits the church helps support financially and
with volunteers. People helping with the service are mentioned by name. Each

week, one of the small groups hosts the service, provides hospitatity for the
whole church, and invites others to join in their activities.

hl1: Suburban tiqht rock

Located in a first tier suburban neighborhood,

[/1 holds its services in a

new sanctuary built on a golf course The lobby includes a large skylight,grand
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piano, coffee house and large information center. The worship space is built like
a theatre auditorium, with cushioned seats on a sloping floor. lt is similar in layout

to Willow Creek Community Church's worship center. The spacious stage holds

the band and worshtp singers. The singers and band are very well rehearsed and
are very smooth. Rolling announcements on PowerPoint move across the
screen, and provide the words for the music.
l\flusic selections include a hymn, several worship choruses in a light rock

genre and a more formal choir piece. The worship leader talks through the

transitions between songs and prays for the service. Transitions include
explanations as to why we should be thanking God and what this song's theme
has to do with worship. The offering is taken during a piano solo. The pastor

shares the announcements, including congratulations to the church bowling
team. There are no crosses or symbols in the room; the only decorations are
plants. The pastor continues his series on leadership, titled "Executive lessons
from a very young leader: The low man always wins". This week's message

focuses on how God blesses a humble leader. The scripture is from

2nd

Chronicles and includes several supporting verses from other sections of the
bible. He has several humorous stories as part of his message, and a confession
about a personal obedience issue. He closes the service in prayer and people
exit out to the coffee shop or their N/ini-congregation rooms for teaching. The
service feels very professional and polished.

The bulletin outlrnes the service and who is leading each part of the
worship service There are multiple sections listed in the bulletin including:
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Scripture section for the message, Fill-inthe-blank notes to help follow the

sermon, Financial News, Church Staff, News & Notes, Weekly Calendar of
events, Missionary Prayer requests, National Day of Prayer invitation, Baptist
General Conference invitation, Worship assistance information, and Ministries &
Events listing. There was a note of congratulations to a member who recently
became a US citizen and an invitation to the children's spring musical. A total of
64 events and group opportunities were listed. There are 7 different Sunday
school groups that meet for additional teaching before or after a service Topics
include: the Nature of the Holy Spirit, the Purpose of God, Christian Financial,

Vocabulary of Salvation and Secular Humanism There are cards one can fill out
for prayer requests, attendance registration and a questionnaire for a new singles
g

rou p.

P2: Blue qrass in the city

Located in a downtown area, P2 holds their worship services in a formal,
late1800's Baptist church. The entrance has new wood doors with carvings and
intricate copper embellishments Free coffee is served in the small entrance way
and a young, mentally handicapped man hands out the bulletins. The seating is

on hard pews with stained glass windows and an elevated alter area which holds
cattdles and communion elements. There is a sculpture with votive candles for
individual prayers off to one side The bluegrass band is situated on the other
side consisting of a piano, guitar, mandolin and violin The three pastors begin
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the service together, with a humorous interchange about whose turn it is to speak

and reminder to pick up your co-op produce The service is filled with liturgical
prayers from beginning to end. The music includes original country hymns, and
classic hymns ranging other faith traditions to June Cash. A guest artist sings two
early century hymns from the east coast without instrumental accompany. We
"pass the peace" by greeting each other with a handshake When the children
are dismissed for age-appropriate activities, the congregation sings a parade
song of celebration to escort them out One of the pastors speaks on "Testing the
Spirits and Failing". The message is a reflection on a passage of scripture "that is
difficult to understand". lt includes humor, historical background on the context
and questions to ponder about the use of scripture to win an argument. The
prayers are said in a responsive prayer style; and include requests by name of

the individual. Communion is shared between the pastors and then an rnvitation
to all to participate is extended. People move fon.uard to receive the bread and
the wine (or grape juice). The service ends with a benediction and blessing.
Music plays as people linger to talk in the pews, refill their coffee or leave to go
out for dinner. The feel is nostalgic, like a smatl country church
The worship bulletin has a picture of a record player on the front, with the

statemeflt, "No, it isn't a typewriter, a tape recorder, or a shortwave radio...and

it

swings!" lnside is a listing of the order of service including: hymn numbers
responsive readings and scripture notations. One of the hymns is printed,
including the musical notes. There is a listing of who is teaching the children this
week, what they are learning, and who is "on deck" for next week. The house
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band is doing a concert at the Gospel Mission with proceeds going to a Lutheran
organization; the invitation is enclosed. The announcement page includes:

financial information, requests for help with the children's program, a remlnder to
pick up farm produce and community notes such as "roommate wanted". There is
a section that explains portions of the church including: the worship experience,
invitation to pafticipate in communion, child care information, and where to place

one's offering (in the Oblatio Recepticum behind the band). Descriptions of
liturgical objects within the room are also listed and cite the arlist who created
them.

l\t12:

lnner citv contemporary

Located in an inner city neighborhood, M2 holds their services in a classic
1960's style sanctuary Decorative banners hang from the ceiling along the
aisles. Geometric stained glass windows coJor the room and contrasts with the
ornate wood carving (approximately 30' x 30') behind the elevated alter area. lt
includes a cross, scripture and various religious symbols. Announcements roll on
the TV monitors near the front of the room, which includes the words for music as

well. The full band includes: piano, keyboard,guitar, electric guitar, bass and
drums.

A large group of worship singers leads us through several choruses with

a

light rock feel. The worship leader briefly talks tlrrough the transitions and opens

the service in prayer. Announcements are shared by a committee member of the
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Wednesday dinner is at a new neighbor's house and it's tacos. Be sure to bring a
dish to share. We greet each other with a handshake and a blessing. Several
creeds and a psalm are read, including hearing the psalm in the original Hebrew.

The pastor sits in the middle of the room and spins on the stool to talk with
everyone. The message is a collection of insights from the Tuesday night
discussion group. He asks two of the members if they have any additional
thoughts so share on the psalm The feel is casual and interactive. The service
closes with communion. People move to one of the various tabtes with bread and

wine (or grape juice), serve each other the elements over conversations, and
then we eat the bread and wine together as a large group. A final prayer is said
in unison, reading it off the screens, to end the evening. Conversations took
place as people settled back into the couches or left together. It should be noted

that by all appearances, the researcher was the oldest person in the room.

25

There is no bulletin in this church On a side table is a paper with the
weekly events listed This week there is: a men's breakfast, the bible discussion
group, an art discussion group, music collaboration evening, Wednesday night
dinner. Also, a group meets on Sunday morning for Pilates People interested in
becoming Covenant Parlners will meet at noon. lf someone notices that a person
is visiting, there is a paper they can provide explaining the ministry philosophy

and worship elements used in the service. lt also invites people to participate in
the various faith practices as they feel comforlable.
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M3: First rinq contemporary

Located in a first ring industrial park area, M3 holds their services in

a

small, contemporary sanctuary The pews are on a sloprng floor to the alter area
below. The band is located on one side and includes multiple guitars, bass,
keyboard and drums, and has a light rock feel The service begins with a hymn
and moves into worship choruses. (This is the third time the researcher heard
certain worship choruses, which were song at the other modern churches.)

Announcements are rolled across the big central screen prior to the service.
Announcements are shared nV tfr* acting pastor to start the service. He
refers people to the many opportunities llsted rn the program. We "passed the
peace" by shaking each other's hands and saying "hi". We sing several worship
choruses with no transitions between songs. The offering is taken during a

worship song. The message series is on spiritual formation and is based on

a

book by Richard Foster. A woman intern spoke on "The Wholeness of Holiness".
She included many personal stories. Holiness included behavior, obedience and
honesty with one's self She closed with an emotional prayer for each of us to
understand holiness in our own lives. We then closed the service with another

worship chorus. People lingered in the sanctuary and lobby to talk aftenrvards.
The seruice had a relaxed, friendly feel
The bulletin contained the order of service There was a note explaining
that communion is celebrated on the first Sunday of the month. Also, listening
devised for those who are hearing impaired were available if needed. Free
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congregation and include a humorous video requesting help with VBS, their
summer camp for children. We "pass the peace" by greeting each other with a
handshake. The acting pastor wears a robe symbolizing the Easter season and
introduces the guest speaker. The speaker is a bible teacher from a nearby
seminary. The message title is "Dealing with Doubt Before it Deals with You". He
speaks on good and bad doubt and why doubt is hurlful to our relationship with
God, using a variety of scripture verses to make his point. The Our Father is said
by all, which is printed in the bulletin. The servrce ends with a responsive prayer
for those in the community and major events in the world. As the last praise
chorus is sung, people exit to greet the pastor or move to their Sunday school
room for the adult or youth classes. The feel is a combination of formality and
casual gathering. Outside the main door, a gentleman is sharing day-otd bakery
goods with the seniors coming out of the church.

The bulletin includes a listing of the order of service, including words to the
songs and the responses for prayers. There is a listing of new babies born that

are represented by roses on the alter lnside is a listing of 10 highlighted events
and 5 volunteer opporlunities The new Adult Forum will be "Becoming a
Contagious Christian" and invites alt adults to parlicrpate. There are two sections
of small group meetings and bible study classes for various age groups
numbering over 22 different options. A visitor questionnaire and volunteer
registration sheet was inserted The Church Council representatives would like
more impute from the congregation and included their names and contact
information. There is a large section devoted to summer family camp information
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and registration. On the back is the weekly calendar of events, financial
information, prayer requests and listing of missionaries around the world the
church supports. Staff and contact information is included.

P3: lnner citv acoustic

Located in an inner city neighborhood, P3 holds their seruices in a small

warehouse building. The lower floor holds meeting rooms, a lounge area and an
aft gallery. The top floor is a large room filled with couches arranged is a circular
pattern, candles, and tables with communion bread and wine and peanut butter
sandwiches. On the two large screens a single image of a child by a door is
displayed. The band is warming up and includes two guitars, a keyboard and
electric bass. There is a bowl with holy water at the entrance (and has a short
explanation of its historical significance posted on the wall). There is artwork on
the walls, a free standing metal cross and material draping from some of the

exposed heating pipes.
The service opens with a prayer displayed on the screens and is read by a
young woman in the crowd The band has an acoustic feel and plays their
original music. Several songs are sung during the gathering, without introduction
or verbal transition. A variety of community people, mixed ages and gender,
stand where ever they are to explain portions of the service, lead readings, pray
and share announcements. Spontaneous interjections occur, including the pastor
standing on a couch to clarify an announcement. Everyone is reminded that
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donuts and coffee are available in the Fellowship Hall Announcements were
listed in various categories including: Family ministry, Collegel/oung Adults
It/linistry, DiscrpleshipiEducation/Oasis, Child ren's Ministry and Outreach. Other

news and Personal There were 12 educational opportunities listed for various
ages. including their Spiritual Formation conversations class. There were 13

events listed and 4 volunteer opportunities A fill-in response card covers options
for. making a decision for Christ, joinrng a small group. receiving information
about various ministries and requesting prayer. lnserled in the bulletin were

these items: weekly devotional and note sheet for the sermon, summer camp
information, and invitation for the volunteer banquet. Finally, a listing of staff and
their titles, a listing of Elders and Council members, a listing of personal
counselors and prayer chain contacts were included on the back. This bulletin
included a graphic of a dove as the background for the copy

Worship Observation Summarv: Your sonq

Looking at the individual elements of the services does not provide a clear
pattern for the postmodern or modern churches. Creeds, prayers, hymns, and
handshakes appeared in both group's services What some churches discarded
for the sake of contemporary worship (such as candles or weekly communion)
others picked up to reach future generations fhe essential format of music for

worship, prayers, announcements and sermons remains consistent in both
g rou

ps.
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Where pattern or differences appear is when beliefs and values that
inform the structure become evident. A prayer is the same element in both
ministry models; but the purpose, content, context and personality make the
prayer distinctive to each group. For example, one postmodern church

participates in the World Prayer cycle connecting them to a world-wide Christian
practice that increases awareness of crisis in the across the globe. People are
asked to say the responses and add a personal request spontaneously if they
wtsh. One modern church only has the worship leader or pastor pray and
concentrates on the issues raised in the sermon; nor do they ask the audience to
respond with more than an amen. When concepts such as creativity, interactive

teaching, historical sources and socialjustice are the basis on which everything
is chosen, the eclectic pieces of the postmodern worship experiences suddenly

form a dlstinctive whole. One postmodern service incorporated: original
music/graphics, asked for dialogue during the sermon, provided a psalm in the

original Hebrew and remtnded people to bring clothing for the neighborhood

exchange. The postmodern focus in worship is to provide experiential
opportunities to interact with God and provide a thought-provoking view of
scripture for personal consideration.
For the modern church, concepts such as commitment, providing

knowledge, creating outreach events and organizational structure inform their
services. One modern church discussed the behavioral signs of commitment as
part of the sermon, informed the congregation of the meaning of worship
between songs, encouraged people to invite a friend to the upcoming leadership
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conference, and presented a smooth and well rehearsed service. The service is
primarily a musical worship set followed by a biblically based teaching. lt is

focused on proving biblical truth in a relevant life application with excellence.
One style of worship service is not particularly holier than another However, the
underlying values, betiefs and leadership styles are reflected in the practice of
weekly worship

Analvsis of the data: The definins characteristics

During the course of investigating the values, beliefs, leadership styles,
organtzational structures and worship formats of both groups, the researcher
discovered six prevalent themes, or defining characteristics, within the
postmodern group of churches. Observed as behaviors that were consistent in all

three churches, these characteristics formed a six-part matrix (see Appendix L).
The six characteristics are not onty independent, but are also inter-dependent.
Each characteristic shapes the behavior of the other characteristics. Although
the modern churches may exhibit some of the six characteristics, only the
postmodern churches exhibited all six characteristics simultaneously. The four
areas of values, beliefs, leadership style and organizational structure appeared to
be foundational to these six themes The worship formats embodied these

themes in easily observable examples, Looking only at worship formats,
elements (such as liturgy, images, candles or historical hymns) appear as
random choices based on eclectic taste But when the foundational sources are
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paired with these examples, one can begin to see these defining themes as the

characteristics of postmodern churches in theory and in practice.

Defininq Characteristic of lnnovative O rqanization: Born to be wild

These postmodern churches do not adapt to change, manage change, or
embrace change; they are change agents. Change is inbred. lt is born out of

a

hunger for a deep, gut-wrenching, life transforming relationship with Jesus. lt is
born out of growing up in an era where the cultural shifts are constant and

stability is an aberration.

26

These churches are filled with people living

in

paradox; they are in constant motion and hunger for a stable home. These
organizations were born out of a drive to create a new form of "church" which

could meet needs that were perceived as unmet by previous ministry models.
Thus, it is understandable why these three churches share certain values,
betiefs, and leadership choices that are evident in their community activities and
worship gatherings. They all starled with needing a change.

Three values. all shared by the postmodern churches, are foundational to
innovative organizations (Avolio 1999). These organizations value curiosity which

motivates individuals to explore new terrain. A curious nature consistently brings
up the essential question, "What if?" These churches value creativity as exhibited
by their need to play, to experiment, to imagine, and to envision what has not

previously been done The ieaders feel creativity grants permission to mernbers
to try something, anything. And finally, these churches exhibit commitment to
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stick with it until it works. ln the case of these postmodern churches, the
commitment to follow Jesus Christ does not allow the leniency to ask "if this can
be done"; it must be done. The drive to have a place where people connect with
God goes back to their evangelical roots Thus these organlzations are tenacious
in their drive to create a new type of church, for the sake of the gospel and their

own spiritual transformation.

All three postmodern churches cited the six distinguishing beliefs as preferred
beliefs, with a higher percentage of the members acknowledging them as their
own. These are the key beliefs that the postmodern leaders felt could not be
accommodated by the modern ministry model The modern churches focus their
approach to ministry based on these beliefs:

.
.
.

People need knowledge of God in order to believe

lt is the church's role to provide answers on how to live one's life
People want'to be anonymous audience members and have things
presented to them

.
.
.

Spiritual transformation begins when people make a decision for Christ
The bible alone contarns scriptural truth

The church must provide outreach to those who are outside the church

This modern approach to ministry accommodates these beliefs very well.27
Hovvever; the postmodern churches designed a ministry model that

accommodated the seemingly opposite beliefs, as evidenced by the majority of
people who cited these six beliefs as a higher priority in their lives:

.
.

People must experience God in order to belteve

lt is the church's role to hetp people explore the questions they have
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.
.

People want to be known and participate as they explore their faith
Spiritual transformation is a process where God interacts with people
along the way

.

There are a variety of sources that contain biblical truth, including the
scriptu re

r

The church must serve those in need around them

The researcher cails these tipping points of belief While the two different sets of
beliefs may appear to contradict the each other, they actually do compliment
each other ln fact, one must embrace both sides of each belief in order to have a
more complete faith understanding (Sweet 1991, Easum & Brady 1997). For
example, one must spend time understanding the question before one can fully
appreciate the answer But when one ministry model emphasizes one side of the
belief, there wilt be a growing hunger for the other side. ln order to accommodate
this tipping of betiefs, the postmodern churches had to create new organizations
to give these perceived neglected beliefs a platform from which they could

emerge and find a voice
The postmodern churches all exhibited transformational leadership style in
their core leaders This type of leadership is essentiaI for innovative
organizations (Avolio 1999, Bass 1990, Hickman 1997, Jung, Chow, & Wu 2003,

Thorlakson& Murray 1996). Atl the pastors from the postmodern group exhibited
idealized behavior which modeled a new approach to spiritual development

These young leaders modeled active learning from a variety of resources,

a

primal passion for relationships, the ability to thrive with chaos and ambiguity,
permission-giving and forgiving attitudes, relationships based on conversation
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rather than directives, appreciation for a variety of personalities (including artists),
and a personal obsession with creativity. These pastors were articulate about
what they are passionate about. This ability to speak out is not only inspiring and
motivational, it is critical when creating conversations about a new way to do
church.

28

The postmodern pastors encouraged learning from many sources and on
many topics for intellectual stimulation Such broad bases of reference were
continually woven with and checked against the scriptures. For example, two of

the postmodern pastors cited their stands on social justice as re-enforced by the
numerous biblical references (3000+) to love and personally help the poor. Each
pastor was clear, these churches are biblically based. However, they expressed
the critical belief that the bible is capable of surviving challenges and encourages
maturing of one's faith in the process of wrestling with an array of knowledge. For
example, the sermon about the psalms brought up difficult emotions as an
expression of faith and not the absence of faith Such wrestling with challenging
concepts is seen as instrumental to a deeper relationship with God and not as an
indictment against God

"

The churches used individualized consideration for the

leadership, as well as the participants. This may occur naturally as a result of
being a start-up organization; individuals must help to shape and influence their
unique contributions as the organization begins to take form But the fact
remains, these pastors are conscious of the fact God calls every believer to find
and use their gifts, not just the one with the solo singing quality voice. 3oThey are

transformational leaders that seek to empower others
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Their organizations are purposefully flatter, to aid the realization of ideas and
the sharing of responsibilities. They help articulate the vision of the bike
(mission), and smooth the road (organization) so nothing stands in the way of

those ready to ride (participate). These pastors are conscious of the
environment they help foster: they are deliberate in encouraging creativity and
rnnovation in every area of their communities and re-thinking every part of the
church. The postmodern pastors specifically noted they saw power as in
abundance, and not as a scarcity. They view organizations as flatter and
responsibility as shared among many. They are deliberate irritators of the status
quo for the sake of moving people towards innovation.
Examples of this defining characteristic are found in the worship services,
as well as the activities of the church community. One postmodern church reconfigured the worship space so the speaker is not elevated above the members
or amplified as a solo voice By placing the speaker on the same floor Ievel of the
participants, in the middle of the room, spinning on a stool to visually address
everyone, there is a perception of being "just another pilgrlm" sharing an insight,
rather than an "enlightened individual bestowing knowledge" on those below him.

Another church wanted to revisit their core values and community vision. They
invited all participants in the church to provide written comments on each
statement of their vision and values, printed the collection of responses for all to
have copies, provided additional time for more feedback, and finally invited all to

attend a weekend retreat to discuss the results. Atl people were invited into the
vision-making process, not just the pastor and a few select voices. Another
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church created an original song to celebrate the children as they leave for their
age-appropriate message during the service These co-pastors wanted to turn

the idea of removing children from the worship service so they do not distract us,
into a cheering moment for the ones who carry the future with them. More
obvious signs of innovation include original music, unusuat furniture selections
and art media, and creative writing. Another example is one church's use of a copastor system, rather than a hierarchal system, which creates a variety of voices
(male and female) in the pulpit, not just the usual one male voice of the head

pastor. Finally, these pastors have redefined words like community and
leadership to shape the new organizations instead of fitting a new organization
into pre-established structures. Although the modern churches also exhibit

transformational Jeadership, and bring significant change to their organizations,
the scope is distinctive The modern churches have concentrated their effofts on
organizational and style changes. The postmodern churches have concentrated

on changing the definitions of leadership, community, spiritual transformation and
how the church functions within those new definitions

Defininq Characteri S tic of E*p,

nd inq

EeSqUlces for Knowledq e: All shook up

These postmodern churches value knowledge, much like their parent
churches do. However, the definition of what is appropriate to study is viewed
wlth a wider lens by this group. The modern leaders stated they relied on
primarily the bible, tnterpretations by denominationat leaders, and various books
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cited as carrying compatible views by the church leaders (such as Willow Creek

Association materials). Knowledge was referenced in it's dominate form, the
written word. In the modern churches knowledge is dispensed by a primary
teacher, the male head pastor on Sunday. The postmodern churches expand on
this foundational approach to knowledge. Values and beliefs determine new

explorations into understanding God, his relationship with people, and one's
relationship with each other through this category of knowledge. The researcher
divided these expanded approaches into the knowledge of the head and the
knowledge of the heail

Knowledqe of the Head: I heard it throu qh the grapevine

Four values are foundational to this characteristic; respect, wisdom,
broad-minded and curiosity. Although respect is sometimes thought to refer to
"respect for me", this value translates to a broader concept of "respect for you"
based on it's usage by the postmodern leaders When respect exists between
others, the ability to learn and understand each other is enhanced. 3'Respect is

then extended to those outside one's normal circles. The value of wisdom drives
one to learn more in general. ln this context, the value of wisdom becomes more
of a skill than an attained level of book knowledge. One must practice the skill of
learning. The postmodern churches believe it is important to include a broader
base of topics and areas to develop a strong foundation for wisdom. The value of
being broad-minded is not limited to socialjustice issues This value moves one
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to pursue knowledge in a variety of areas, and not just a select few transtations
of the bible. These pastors read outside the normal church magazines selections

and include history, novels, biographies, and poetry. Secular topics. such as
psychology, political science, sociology and technology, are also regularly
explored. Also, the value of curiosity, not only fosters a desire for change. but a
hunger for knowledge. Curiosity is rarely satisfied by one book or one
perspective. Curiosity encourages diverse areas of exploration, and even
perspectives that are in conflict with each other. For example, encouragement to
listen to the opposing side of an issue was encouraged in the postmodern
churches. The modern churches cited it was more impoftant to listen to the right

view' Thus, postmodern churches have deliberatety moved away from a select
grouping of resources to a much broader range to understand the type of world
they find themselves in. and their place in

it.

The inherent belief this group holds is that biblical truth is found in cultural
elements, and therefore does not shy away from mixing the two. This tipping
point of belief, moving from using the bible exclusively for biblical truth to
including cultural sources with scripture to study bibtical truth, is found in all three
postmodern churches. For example, the different resources used to contribute to

the knowledge of the head are seen in the discussion groups, leadership
development and sermon approaches of this postmodern group of churches.
Discussion groups incorporated such cultural elerr,ents as musrc, movies, novels,
and art in their theological dialogues of biblical concepts. This does not mean
that every cultural piece is neatly parred with the appropriate matching,or
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condemning, scripture verse. Rather, incorporating the value of respect and

broad-mindedness produces an exchange of ideas. Sometimes insightful,
sometimes disturbing, sometimes challenging, the postmodern interviews cited
discussions that were intellectually stimulating and provide knowledge that is
indigenous to their evolving relationship with God
When talking about leadership development, the postmodern pastors
describe the process using term like opporlunities, callings, dlalogues and
relationships; rather than terms such as programs or training. Head knowledge is
passed person-to-person, in addition to books, websites and media. People are
invited to try leadership, or a serving position They are then mentored, and
taught on the job like apprentices. Many modern churches do the same;
however, they determine a person has reached a certain level of commitment to

the church prior to starting In the postmodern churches, people in various stages
of faith are allowed to engage in the exchange of knowledge, both ways. One

church even opens the sermon up to those who may be considered naTve in their
ability to speak.

32

ln these postmodern churches people of all stages of faith are

encouraged to help shape the creation of sermons. The pastors created sermons
with community members giving insight, and not just relying on what God had
told them personally. ln the modern mrnistry model, the church leaders took care

to create biblically-based, relevant messages, but created these primarily

in

personal study time. ln the postmodern churches, community members become
resources with their questions and stories that are shared rn everyday

encounters. Here the

ar1

of dialogue is a vital skill, not just a politically correct
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business term. One must listen, as well as talk, to have the intetlectual impute

from other parlies. Other resources that are used include historical texts,
religious writings and personal reflections. Still others include: the writings of the
desert mothers and fathers, the saints, the philosophers and the poets. All these
resources are seen as valid resources to inform and shape the sermon.
Resources cross denominational lines. Rather than relying only on the
writings and thoughts from their host denominations, these churches view the
entire historical church as a library of resources. Thus, the sermons contain
reflections from an ancient Catholic monk or the historical background on a
Jewish tradition The cultural context of the first century is seen as valid as the
cultural context of today. An ancient belief or political landscape is seen as
important to help understand a particular passage of scripture; as does the
interpretation provided by today's theologians assist in this process.

"

Agrin, the

value of respect sees the other faith traditions as important to the holistic view of
God and Jesus

The postmodern church has been criticized for not acknowledging
absolute truth (Chang 2000, Colson 2003) lt is this defining characteristic that
clarifies that misconception Each postmodern church had personal examples of
people who could not simply swallow what was given to them under the title of
absolute truth. Their culture continually brings up issues that are not quite as
clear cut as the answers they were told to believe ln the settrng on a postmodern
church, where exploring questions in the quest for the truth is encortraged,
absolute truth becomes a process of study rather than a quick sound bite.
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People look at a variety of sources, compare and analyze, wrestle with scripture,
and then lets one's faith and beliefs be shaped by the wisdom gained in the

process. Knowledge is not cheaply viewed by these churches; it is an intellectual
labor of love.

Knowledge of the Heart: More than a feeling

Using a variety of resources is also exemplified in the knowledge of the

heart. Unlike the modern church where knowledge attainment was the primary
source of information about God, the postmodern churches hold the belief that

experience is a primary source of knowledge. Thus, the experiences of
community interaction and worship participation provide new resources of
knowledge that previously may not have been considered reliable material.
Modern churches provide experiences as well The crucial difference here is that
in the modern churches the interpretation of a particular experience is often

explained so the intended concepts are understood which that experience was
designed to elicit This is to ensure there is no confusion of beliefs. For example,
in several of the modern worship experiences, the worship leader explained in
the transitions why we should be worshipping at all.
ln the postmodern churches, experiences can happen without explanation,
leaving the interpretation of tlre experience up to the person Experiential
knowledge is a tipping betief of the postmodern churches. There is a significant
amount of faith involved to say God can teach a person directly through
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experiences rather than being taught by a trained biblical teacher. Experiences
are seen as transformational as head knowledge when combined with heart
knowledge. One example is the use of worship songs in the service In one of the
modern churches, how each song fit with the theme was carefully and delicately

explained between songs. ln one of the postmodern churches, there were no
explanations as to why a song is used. That is left up to the participants to figure

out. Even if a song has difficult words, such as "God of Rage", the individual

is

left to process the words on their own

No one will explain what one should take away from an experience.
Another example is silence. Each of the postmodern churches has used silence
in their services, which in the modern ministry is almost considered taboo

Another example is the use of votive candtes Traditionally used in the Catholic
Church to honor a parlicular saint, two of the postmodern churches had votive
candles set up for use in prayer While the historical explanation was there, the
individual interpretation of what this candle represents, or when to participate in
this faith practice, is left up to the individual. ln each of the postmodern services,
someone would sometimes explain where a faith practice originated from, or
what the historical symbols represent; but they do not suggest how one should

feel or what is should mean in one's Jife. Some modern churches are deliberate
in removing all symbols or objects used in rituals tn these postmodern churches,

these rituals and faith practices are seen as opporlunities for one to interact with
God and bring persona[ meaning to the experience. As an example, aJl three
postmodern churches practice communion every week They publicly state that
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communion is open to all; individual interpretation of the meaning is Ieft up to

individuals Because these churches are using faith practices from many different
denominations or historical pieces from centuries ago, explanations are part of
the head knowledge. How one personally reacts to the piece is heart knowledge.
Both are considered important. But one is deliberate and educational; one is
intuitive interpretation and more private.
Finally, heaI knowledge comes from interaction with those outside the
church. There is a specific attitude the postmodern members exhibit when talking
about people outside the church membership lt is an attitude of equality. Those
outside the church are considered equals who simply do not know Jesus yet, not
as one to be pitied or corrected. This comes from the openness to learn from

those outside the church. One leader mentioned that she learns a great deal
from her friends outside the church. One just has to listen. This is a clear
example of learnrng from resources outside the traditional church materials.

Defininq Characteristic of Returninq to the Historical Scrinture Text: Let it be

These postmodern churches can appear to live with paradox. While there
is a deliberate movement to expand the resources for understanding God, there
is also a return to the historical text of scripture The modern churches
emphasize scripture in all their teachings, programs and worship services. Each
modern church's website had biblical references to the authority of scripture,

even before a scriptural basis for the belief in God in one case. Scripture is seen
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as relevant to one's life and instructional in how one should live his/her life. The
postmodern churches also acknowledge the scripture as foundational to their

beliefs It is central to their teachings and worship services. However, they take a
holistic view of scripture in its historical and polrtical context while concentrating
on the life and teaching of Jesus specifically to shape one's choices in life.
Commitment is a foundational value regarding a return to the scripture.

These pastors, leaders and members are committed to following Jesus Christ
and use the scripture as their primary source to learn about God. Commitment
also drives these churches to use the text as a whole, rather than verse-byverse; commitment drives one to engage with sections of scripture that are
difficult to understand or seem contradictory to a current view of God. But the
value of commitment keeps these postmodern churches tenaciously intent on the
study of scripture no matter the difficulty in doing so. Again, the values of
curiosity and wisdom are central to exploring scripture. Wisdom is the skill of
learning and intellectually pursuing God through study and personal interaction.

Wisdom is born out of the engagement and struggle with scripture, not out of a
blind, automatic adherence to it. Curiosity asks imporlant questions such as
"How does killing the neighboring tribe work with Jesus'love for his neighbor?"

These pastors do not shy away from difficult sections. but explore the scriptures
with others, recognizing the difficulty of the passage rather than dictating a

parlicular perspective

3o

These values are evident ln the way scripture is

discussed and used in these postmodern churches.
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When reading the scripture, these churches include historical context and
theological insight. Each church recognized that the scripture was divinely
inspired by God, but was written by humans capable of their own biases and
preferences. Therefore, historical context is important to help acknowledge
possible bias and enable one to get at the root of God's message in the text.
Because of this human factor, these churches emphasize the whole scripture
must be kept in mind when looking at individual verses or passages. How does

the New Testament fulfill the Old Testament? What was God's relationship with
lsrael based on throughout history? What does one know about the early church
fathers such as Paul or Timothy? Looking at whole concepts as they are
presented repeatedly throughout the many books of the bible is seen by the
postmodern pastors as a more accurate way to interpret scripture, rather than
applying single verses to individual issues. The modern churches al! used a

variety of individual verses as the foundation for messages, or as supplemental
to a paftrcular passage for various points in the lesson.
Also, multiple perspectives, such as theologians and historians, are
considered by the postmodern leaders as impoftant influences to a more
grounded interpretation of scripture and not just relying on one pastor's
perspective. Discussions with theologians, incorporating reflections from
historical men and women of the church, reading the entire bible in one year as a
church, these are the practices of the postmodern churches to ensure a more
holistic view of scripture The postmodern churches tend to process scripture as
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a group, acknowledging the historical and cultural influences as it pertains to the
entire scripture text for a clear understanding of God.

The postmodern churches use the life and teachings of Jesus Christ as
the primary source for understanding one's relationship with God and the world
The tipping points of belief, such as the desire for direct rnteraction with God to
learn rather than being told what to believe, or exploring questions rather than

just providing answers, propels these churches to study the life of Jesus. The life
and teachings of Jesus is seen as an example of a direct path of interaction with
God, rather than relying on the interpretation of that life through the letters of the
disciples written in the epistles While these letters are important, and parl of the

whole scriptural text that one studies, the tipping belief of hearing the story of
Jesus and letting people figure it for themselves is a higher priority. The
researcher noted many comments from the leadership or off-hand statements
made by people in the worship services about the distinction of being a follower
of Jesus Christ instead of being a Christian As a group. these churches base
many of their choices on the example of Jesus' life choices. These include:
attitudes toward the poor, the priority of love and forgiveness, using stories,
questions and dialogue, priority of interaction with God the Father, community
living over structured teaching, and living a life of sacrifice ln order to live as
Jesus did, there is a preoccupation with the story of his life Though none of the
postrnodern worship services happen to include a story from Jesus'tife; this
practice of using his life as a point of reference was evident in the personal and
community wide actions and interactions that took place during the research
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period. The missional focus of Jesus' life, and his emphasis on love as the

greatest commandment, shape the motivation behind these churches and the
way ministry is practiced. Evident in later sections, the definition of community is
also based on this preoccupation with the life of Jesus.
Between the holistic view of scripture, and the concentration on the life
and teachings of Jesus, these postmodern churches are seeped in scripture.

While how they process the information appears to be different, the foundation of
scripture remains crucial for both modern and postmodern churches However,

when combined with the use of outside resources, the resulting understanding of
God is significantly broader in the postmodern churches than in the modern
ch u rches.

Definino. Characteristic of Expanding lmage of God: Stainrvav to Heaven

The most intangible of the characteristics of a postmodern church is this
sense of an expanding image of God. The country had a taste of this concept
during the 2004 presidential elections, One question the researcher heard on a
regular basis was "ls God Republican or Democrat?" ln this case, the image of

God is determined by one's interpretation of scripture and the resulting biblical
stance one takes on issues. lf one lands on the Democratic side of the issue,

then God must be Democratic and vise versa. Finite, human minds naturally put
limiting descriptors on God to assist one's understanding of who he

is. These

descriptors can be distorted by one's assumptions of whom God should be,
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based on one's current beliefs and values. This limiting descriptor of God was
cited by the postmodern leadership as one characteristic of the modern church
they deliberately wanted to move away from, Therefore, the postmodern
churches purposefully encourage an expanding image of God as each person
explores their relationship with God
The values that shape this characteristic include respect, broad-minded
and creativity. Respect is crucial in the pursuit of an expanding view of God.
Although these churches may use unusual metaphors or allegories for God, the
understanding of God's superiority over everything and everyone is

acknowledged This assumption is formed by the historical return to scripture.
But the bible is filled with allegories, metaphors, names and descriptors for God

that are more varied than the modern church historicalty uses

35

In the dialogues

with the modern church leaders, consistently God was referred to as Father or
using male pronouns only. The postmodern churches view such exploration as
acknowledging that God cannot be contained within such a limited list. The value
of broad-minded is exhibited by this exploration, and willingness to try different
metaphors and descriptions for God to purposefully expand one's understanding
of God. Such explorations require creativity and imagination, they desire to see

God in new ways and challenge each other to pursue a God who does not fit
one's preconceived notion of who God should be, These values provide the
criteria for this process: respecting whom God is, being open to a wider view of
God, and being creative in the images one uses to describe God.
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Examples of this defining characteristic include language choices and
physical representations of God. ln the modern churches, God is referenced
using male pronouns only. Even when one of the modern churches had women
present the message for that week, they used only male pronouns for God. ln

two of the postmodern churches, God was referred to as "she". lt is imporlant to
note that this does not infer that God is only referred to as a female, but that this

expanding image of God includes the female image, and hearing it from a female
voice. ln addition, adjectives and adverbs that are normally associated with
females are used, such as nurturing, mothering and tenderly. Another example is
using inanimate objects to describe God such as hear1, mind, water or fire.

Another imporlant distinction in this imagery of God ls seen by the lack of objects
representing God in two of the modern churches such as: statues, votive

candles, baptismal fonts or images of crosses with Jesus hanging. These images
are traditionally associated with the Catholic Church and have been purposefully

discarded by the modern church ministry model Because the postmodern
churches do not limit themselves by denominational boundaries, these physical
images of God are used to expand the personal picture of God and describe
various aspects of his/her character. The eclectic pieces of the worship

gatherings are actuatly purposeful inclusions of creative elements to expand the
image and understanding of who God is. These include art work, candles,

sculptures, communion elements and multimedia.
A second important conduit to expand one's image of Goo is direct
interactton with God Using a variety of faith practices from various church
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traditions, these churches create opportunities for individuals to experience God
and develop their own understanding of who he is. For example, using the Lectio
Divina, from the Catholic tradition, helps one meditate on scripture for personal
insights. Also, using the lgnacio exercises, from the monastic tradition, helps one
interact with God directly. Offered as options in all of the postmodern churches,
various faith practices are drawn from to expand the one's experience. One
postmodern church was even using a version of the mass in an upcoming
service. Another had a service with nothing but music, to allow people to interact

with God though that art medium. Addrtional practices include activities such as
meditation or running one's hand through water. These practices are
opportunities for individuals to interact with God directly and see what God
reveals about himself. This intuitive exploration is the tipping belief of exploring

the mystery of God. There are no clear cut lesson objectrves or tife applications.
These exercises are exposures to a mysterious encounter with the divine and the
resulting revelations in the process.

Another example of this expanding image of God is found in the sermons,
teachings and discussions that occur in these postmodern churches. These
include topics that historicalty do not have a voice in the modern churches. The

difficult aspects of God that are revealed by historical scripture include the
demands of God, jealousy of God, abandonment by God, silence of God, and

the mystery of God. Another example is exploring dark nights of the soul. ln
contrast, one modern church explained the intolerance of God for doubt. ln one
of the postmodern churches, the speaker expressed his personal doubts and the
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struggle of understanding God's work in his life. Another example was in one
modern church service: the pastor pointed out the passionate leadership in a
young king's life, but ignored the section of the passage that described the
massacre of women and children he initiated. By contrast, one postmodern
church was working through the psalms, and explored the despair, as welt as the

joy, found within those passages. This expanding image of God attempts to deal
with the popular as well as the difficult aspects of God's character. lt does not
present an attractive package of God to a visitor, but these postmodern churches
seem more concerned with a holistic image of God that moves one beyond

currently held limited descriptors then to attract a large following of people.

Defininq C haracteristic of Focusino on Comm U n itv : Somebodv to love

ln the modern ministry model, there are two major areas of focus: using the
worship service as an evangelrsm tool and disciplining the community of
believers through education (Hybels & Hybels 1995). Both require money,
energy, volunteers and staff. The extensive programming within the modern
churches made up the bulk of their ministry efforts. These leaders mentioned the
planning, tralning, recruiting and resources these required to produce them with
excellence. This central focus on programming was cited by all the postmodern
Ieadership as one thing that,rad to go when they envisioned their new ministries.
There was a deliberate shift from programming focus to community focus in all

three postmodern churches.
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As mentioned earlier, the definition of community changes from an internal
focus to include an external focus in the postmodern churches Both groups cite
the values of loving and forgiving as important But how these are played out is
contrasted between the two groups. Enjoying life was another value that both
groups cited as impoftant [Many people see friendships as a vital part in this.
However, the postmodern members had a wider circle of friends outside the
immediate church group than did the modern members. ln the modern churches,
friendships with those outside the church were described as used for intentional
evangelrsm opportunities or the object of outreach programs.

36

The postmodern

churches view the larger community (neighbors, and friends and even people
one bumps into at the local bar) as people one interacts with in a positive, loving

and life-giving manner based on the example of Jesus. These postmodern
pastors continually cite the life of Jesus and how he lived as their example rather

than relying on outreach programs or events.

Comm

un

. The twist

Rather than viewing relationships as an outreach strategy for growing the
attendance at the worship service, relationships become the central mission of

the church "Simply doing life together" (a phrase used by every postmodern
individual the researcher interviewed) in a loving way is the vision. The
postmodern focus is to be out in the community and interacting with individuals to
build relationships that develop into authentic friendships. There are no
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programs, seminars or study guides for this one. The postmodern leaders agree

that building friendships like Jesus did, with people one encounters every day,

is

the call of every believer. And one simply does it by trial and error One does not
need a specific spiritual gift of evangelism or even a worship service to invite

them to. The point is to love as Jesus loved.
One of the critical differences between the leadership in the
postmodern churches, from those in the modern churches, is the number of
times the postmodern leaders mentioned friendships with people from outside

the church community as part of their every day lives. One young leader
described why she decided to join this new church. "l knew the pastor was

friends with this atheist I knew. And it wasn't a kind of token, 'l'fi'r going to witness
to you now' kind of friendship. They were sincere, close friends. So I could trust
that pastor, he gets it " The postmodern pastors had active friendships with
individuals outside the church, The modern leaders relied on people within the
church for friendships and community, as mentioned in all the interviews.

Another key contrast between the modern and postmodern approaches to
relationships occurred during a worship service. lt happened to be the Sunday

after Pope John Paul

died

The pastor, from one of the modern churches,

offered a prayer for the many Catholics who were grieving at this time. He also
prayed for their salvation, as many had replaced the Pope for God in their life

and needed Jesus instead Later that day,during the postmodern gathering, a
woman shared her encounter earlier with her Catholic friend. She had gone to
the woman's house to see how she was coping with this sad news. They talked
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for a long time as her friend expressed her grief Then she asked how this church
body could honor the memory of this man of faith. Her friend asked if we could
say the Our Father together. We then stood together, and said the prayer out
loud. Both groups were very sincere in their concern for others. But the difference
in their approaches is dramatic While the modern evangelical group has a

history of viewing community internally as those who believe as they do, and
seeing others as "lost out there and needing to be saved"; the postmodern group
views community with a much larger scope and sees doing life together in loving
relationships as the mission of all

Community. I want to h old

ur hand

Consequently, when community is the focus and building relationships is
primary, than interaction is the preferred teaching method over the modern
presentation style This is a tipping point of belief Postmodern churches betieve
people want to have interaction, rather than remaining anonymous This includes
not only interactive teaching during a worship time, but the art of conversation
with each other These components, cited by higher percentages in the
postmodern group, use specific communication styles to foster relationships and
not just pass information from one to the other

At the very hearl of the modern approach is a presentation of the gospel
(Hybels & Hybels 1995, Kimball 2004). But in the postmodern churches dialogue
and participation are cited as vital to hetping people encounter God and each
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other. ln one postmodern church, the co-pastors engage each other in dialogue
constantly as they share a very large room in the basement as their office. This
challenges, encourages and educates them. Two other churches have a more
interactive style of sermon; they regularty ask questions or solicit comments
during the service. Parlicipating in the faith practices, no matter where one is in

the process, allows a person to be known to others and physically interact with
the bread or a bowl of water. Three beliefs that were cited by the postmodern
population are foundational to using interactive teaching methods as part of

communlty building. They are. people learn best by interaction; it is important to
explore the questions and not just provide answers; and spiritual formation is a
process so participation is imporlant along the way.

A critical distinction in this area of community is that the community
informs the look of the worship service, rather than the worship seruice choosing
a style that attracts community. One pastor sard, "Our worship gathering is an
expression of our identity." One of the co-pastors described their decision to
bring a visiting teacher. "Vi/e thought it was a bit of a risk bringing in an older,

gay,Anglican theologian from the UK for a month But we have learned a great
deal from him and thought our people would also benefit from his conversation.

But it's not exactly a way to'attract'a crowd." Each church has a unique musical
sound, a unique decor, unique combinations of prayers and eclectic liturgy that
comes from the hearts of the individuals participating But for those looking for a

formula of worship to follow, they will become quickly frustrated. The worship is
an expression of who is already there, not who one hopes to attract.
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Defininq characteristic of Actinq in Lovinq Ways to a Hurtinq World: lmaqine

This defining characteristic is perhaps best described as a culmination of
the other five One of the main motrvators to begin a new church model was to
create a safe and loving place that intersects with the world in helpfuI ways
Every postmodern pastor made this distinction: a movement from saving people
from the world to loving people in the world Head knowledge and hearl
knowledge combine to create sensitivity to the cultural context the church
participates in. The life of Jesus models actions of love, and not just words of
love. And finally, the emphasis on relationships within a larger community

requires interaction with those outside the church walls. ln the modern church the
great commission, to go out and make disciples in the world, is emphasized. ln
the postmodern church the great commandment, love God and love others as
yourself, is emphasized. This tipping point of belief, to serve the world rather than
save the world is foundational to this characteristic of the postmodern church.
The values that motivate members to serue others include. loving, respect,
forgiving, committed, social justice, and broad-minded" The leaders of these
postmodern churches are careful to point out the essential need to love and
forgive others. The Christian church has a history of spiritual, emotional and
sexual abuse. Many of these postmodern churches are filled with people that

were hurl by churches or other Christians earlier in their lives. lt was paramount
for these pastors to create churches that were known for their love, and not their
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condemnation. As understood by these leaders, the central commitment of

Jesus'life was to love others and help them understand the love God had for
them. Therefore, if committed as followers of Jesus, the modern churches
identified living a moral life and understanding biblical principtes as a primary

focus of their ministry The postmodern churches identified showing love

in

tangible ways as a central focus of their ministry. The values of socialjustice and
broad-minded motivate these postmodern churches to specifically meet the
physical and/or economic needs of people and to have a hospitable community
to those unlike themselves. These values were spoken not only by the leaders,
but by the members of the community in conversations and through their actions.

These postmodern churches are intent on creating safe, hospitable relatronships
and meeting their community's needs through tangible actions.

Lovins a Hurtinq Wo rld: God onlv knows

There are two meanings to the term "a safe place" that these churches
use interchangeably. The first refers to the ethos or environment of church

gatherings The second refers to individual interactions out in the community.
Within the church walls, these postmodern churches created places where
everyone feels welcome and no one is shamed in any way. For example, their

websites are specific that all are welcome regardless of what they believe. One
site specifies their children's material is shame-free. They encourage people to
bring their questions and engage in activity as they feel comfortable. The modern

I
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churches also welcome everyone on their websites and two specifically invite
questions as one process faith. However, these two websites also include
references to the cost of sin, eternal damnation for those who don't believe and

that homosexuality is an abomination to God.

"

One might interpret this as initial

filters for who is welcome and who would feel safe Small groups, discussion
groups and community dinners are listed as open to everyone on the postmodern

sites Just show up. The modern churches view the entry level classes as moving
people directly into a decision-making position and initial commitment to the
church. The postmodern churches include personal introductions for events, and

open invltations to groups and activities without indication of any commitments.
ln one postmodern church, a community member was inviting people to
the upcoming couple's retreat Someone asked if Ted and Ted would be
welcome; the response was "of course". These churches emphasize hospitality

to all stages of belief, not just to those who already hold the same betiefs. These
pastors cite that vital biblical principles are part of a growing interaction with the
scripture and others, and not an initial filter for who is welcome to parlicipate. The
speakers in all three postmodern churches were consistent in using language

that is encourages thoughtful exploration of the scripture without any
condemnation. While the modern churches also had excellent sermons, two of

the churches made statements that were condescending and one actually
referred to those who didn't tithe as "knuckle-heads". Both ministry models are
deliberate in wanting to create welcoming places But the postmodern churches
have a much larger front door in terms of who is welcome. Though not a utopia,
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these postmodern churches are determined in their efforts towards creating
hospitable, safe places so people can process faith without shame or feeting out
of place.

Lovins a Huftinq World W hole lotta love

This attitude is crucial in the individual interactions between people. One
of the distinctions that postmodern leaders emphasize is giving to the community

as a way to build trust and friendships, not as a way to merely give a handout.
There are multiple examples of this in these postmodern churches. One church
participates in the Aids Walk. While they walk, they conduct a worship service
complete with singing, prayers and thoughts on a passage of scripture. Other
people participating in the walk are invited to join in. One year they began with 15
church members and ended the parade with over 50 people participating in
communion at the end The messaging, rnteraction of worship, and dialogues

with individual people, were intentional on helping people move towards God and
not presenting a condemnation of sin. Another church involved local businesses
in supporting local vegetable gardens for the neighborhood. Church members

and neighbors together planted the plots and will share the produce with each
other. Another church is actively involved with local musicians, playing in the bars

and inviting band member to play with them on Sunday. One church even
financially supports two other social service groups including one for run-away
youth. li4embers volunteer at local shelters, bands play at the local misslons,
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people help tutor children in the neighborhood, people create ar1 for the local
parade, and the list goes on and on. These churches do not view participation in
these endeavors as an outreach project; building relationships through service is
the mission of the church. These postmodern pastors view the real ministry of the
church takes place in the relationships on the neighborhood porches and in the
local bars, not in the worship gatherings.

The modern churches participate in service projects as wetl. Two
churches include service projects in their confirmation program for their youth.
One church hosts a smaller church gathering of recent immigrants from Africa.
These modern churches parlicipate in local food shelves, shelters and clothing
drives. The critical difference is that these projects are viewed as add-ons while

the primary focus of getting people to the worship service remains paramount. ln
the modern church group the worship service is the main evangelism tool. ln the
postmodern churches, the emphasis is on believers actively interacting in loving
ways to the larger community That is the primary evangelism tool in the
postmodern church. Both methods can be very effective in sharing the gospel
with those outside the church But the postmodern churches feel the

communities in which they work are in desperate need of loving relationships.
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Final s_ummarv: Bridoe over troubled waters

These six defining characteristics of postmodern churches are not meant to
discredit the ministry of modern churches. They are, in fact, selective responses
to the perceived shortcomings of modern ministry. The modern churches in this

study had many excellent qualities including organization, multiple ministry
options, solid teaching and excellent worship services. These organizations are
filled with friendly, engaging people who sincerely love God Their ministry
addresses the values and beliefs of their members. And the postmodern
churches address the values and beliefs of their members. By clearly
understanding the differences between the values and beliefs, one can see the
effectiveness of both ministries; and the reason why the ministry models do not
lnterchange easily between modern and postmodern mindsets.

When comparing postmodern churches with modern churches, a pattern of
shared characteristics appears between all three postmodern churches. ln
addition, these characteristics are distinctive from the characteristics of the
modern ministry models. When compared side-by-slde, the two groups showed

differences in their values, beliefs, leadership style, organizational structure and
worship style They did not show consistent differences in specific organizationa!
elements or overall worship format When compiling all the data, the six defining

characteristics of postmodern ministry which emerge are distinctively
foundationai and not stylistic, as so many pastors have previously assumed.
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Hypothesis I stated that by looking at five critical areas in postmodern
churches, one will be able to identify those distinguishing and consistent
characteristics that set these churches apart from modern churches. The five
vital areas of research included: practiced values, core beliefs, leadership style,
organizational structure and worship format. The same ten values were held in
high regard by all postmodern churches. They included: loving, respectful,
forgiving, enjoying life, social justice, creativity, commitment, broad-minded,

wisdom and curiosity White the two groups share some common values, the
modern group held different values in high regard including: commitment, self
discipline, obedience, helpful, and stability. ln the area of six core beliefs, all

three postmodern churches showed a higher percentage of their membership
prioritizing these beliefs as more imporlant in their life currently. They included:

Explore God by pursuing questions vs. providing

the correct answers

Seeking experience with God vs. gaining knowledge about God

lnteraction is preferred teaching method vs. presentation teaching method
Spiritual transformation is a process vs. transformation is the decision
Varieties of sources reIay biblical truth vs. the bible alone for biblical truth
Service to those outside the church

vs outreach

to those outside

The modern churches showed lower percentages of those holding these beliefs
as irnportant in their life ln the area of leadership style, all three postmodern
churches showed evidence of transformational leadership style in higher
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percentages than the modern churches. However, there was not as marked a

difference in this area as the researcher had expected. ln addition, the definitions
used by the leadership of both groups had different meanings in regards to words

such as "leadership" and "community". This difference in definitions was an
added element the researcher did not initially expect to find.
In the area of organizational structure, all postmodern churches had many
of the same organizational elements that were found in the modern churches.

However, the organizational structures were distinctly different than their modern

counterparts. ln the area of worship style, both groups used similar worship
elements and basic formats for the service. However, how these elements were
used, and in what combinations, were different between the two groups.
Essentially, the postmodern group's worship style is different from the modern
group's worship style, But the individual worship services of each postmodern
church have distinctive style differences from each other. Therefore, a consistent
single worship format that was distinctive from modern churches did not appear.

A pattern of strong similarities, or defining characteristics, did appear between all
three postmodern churches, proving Hypothesis

l.

Secondly, Hypothesis ll suggested that only three of these areas will
reveal a distinct pattern of differences between modern and postmodern
churches: core beliefs, practiced values and leadership style Significant

differences between the modern group of churches and the postmodern group of
churches in these areas did occur, proving this hypothesis. Finally, Hypothesis lll
proposed that organizational structures and worship formats will not present a
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distinctive pattern that sets postmodern churches apart from modern churches.

This hypothesis did, in fact, prove wrong. The postmodern churches were similar
in their organizational structure and worship approaches, which were distinctively

different from the modern churches. Although atl six churches shared similar
elements of structure or worship pieces, there was clear evidence of differences
between the two groups in these two areas, However, because of the unique
look of each postmodern church's worship style, no single postmodern worship

format appeared.
As a result of the emerging data, six defining characteristics of
postmodern ministry did appear. They are: innovative organizations, expanding
resources for knowledge, expanding image of God, return to the historical
scripture text, focusing on community, and acting in loving ways to a hurting

world Each characteristic is an independent characteristic, but informs or affects
the other five. All six characteristics must be present for a church to be
considered postmodern. Because of the inter-dependence of the six
characteristics, a church which holds any combination of these (but not all six)
wtll ultimately have a different approach to ministry These characteristics are not
style changes. They are not thematic programs They are not generational
enticements either. They are vital ingredients to a ministry that understands the
postmodern cultural context the evangelical church finds itself currently in.

The result of this research creates a beginning point for church leaders
considering transitions from modern ministry to postmodern ministry. However,
this does not create a plan to follow for change Rather, this research is meant to
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reveal key considerations (including values, beliefs, and leadership, organization
and worship style) that a church membership needs to consider. By
understanding where they need to go, church leaders can analyze and determine

the potential areas of change for their congregation. These five areas of
research, and six defining characteristics, can be the focus for discussion and will
more accurately lead congregations to more transforming change to reach future
generations. Although these discussions will be far more challenging than a
simple worship style adjustment, church leaders will find this to be a more
authentic path to change then adding a few candles and an electric guitar.
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End notes
1

Evangelical is a broad category of Protestant and non,denominational
churches whose focus is evangetism or converting people to accept Jesus
as their personal savior. These include (but are not limited to) such
denominations

as

Evangelical Lutheran. Evangelical Free, Baptist.

Vineyard, Pentecostal, tMethodists, Episcopalian, and various independent
congregations.

2.

Satly lVlorgenthaler describes this trend in her excellent introduction in
Alternative Worship ln the last three years there has been an increase in

the number of workshops dedicated to reaching younger generations. This
rncludes the Willow Creek, Group Publishing, and Leadership Network

conferences ln addition, there has been dramatic attendance at
postmodern conferences such as [Vlosaic, Velocity and Emergent. The

2005 Pastor's National Conference focuses exclusively on this topic,
including main speakers from these postmodern churches. Also, the
postmodern practitioners habitually recommend books on their websites
whtch has created an informal education process on postmodern ministry

models tt/lany are Iisted as resources in this paper

3. One of the main educators in modern

ministry has been the Willow Creek

Assoclation This organization has created a series of conferences and
resources that churches world-wide have used. Based on the modet of
ministry created by Bill Hybels and his team, this approach to church has
been a guide and encourager for churches in the transition from traditional

to contemporary ministry They publish a wide range of resources and
provide multiple conferences including: Leadership, the Arts, Youth and
Children's ministries, Small groups, and Finances

4.

People that consider themselves postmodern are not limited by age

restrictions Grenz maintains that this cultural shrft has been in process for
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most of the 20th century. Consequently, people of alt ages have been

shaped by this culture. Thus, even if the ministry is intentionally designed
for reaching the younger generations, many baby-boomers, and even
some of their parents, are finding themselves quite at home in this new
postmodern ministry model.

5.

Schwartz grouped individual values, such as Commitment or Sensua[, into
broader categories such as Traditional or Hedonism When applied in this
research study, data was organized by the individual value and not

grouped into the larger categories

6.

Three examples of links for listings of postmodern church modets:
http://www. emerq inoch u rch. orq/ch urches. html
http.//www

l

he rsem. ed

u/rmadin s/H

e in

Fry/Po st m o d e r noh?OR e so u rc ea/o20

Ha ndout. htm

http:/lwww o inkworld. neU

7.

Web sights were considered active if they were updated on a monthly
basis with new information. The researcher considered the following
criteria necessary to be categorized as an informative web sight:
statements of purpose, mission and vision mentioned, basic foundational
beliefs listed, staff and ministry area listing.

L

The purpose of the study is not to determine the quality of ministry of
Willow Creek Church, but rather if there are distinctive characteristics that
exist between the postmodern churches. Using association members for
the contrasting group provides a collective of churches that share a
common influence on their approach to ministry, despite different
denom inationa I affil iation s
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Link for the listing of Willow Creek Association churches:

info/find

http //www. wi owcreek. com/wca
:

II

1

&Name=&State=MN

o nt

a

chu rch/Sea rch Result asp? Ba

As an example of its wide range of

influence, as of lMay 2005, 203 churches in Minnesota are members of the
association and participate in their seminars and/or use their resources.

10. Schwartz

originally used 57 individual values that were grouped into 10

value categories. ln this study, the researcher limited the choices to 3
values from each value category using a total of 30 values. The
researcher kept the original wording for the values from Schwartz's
original study ln his original report, three of the four studies cited varied

the number of value choices offered with similar results.

l l.Although Sensual was actually lower than Public lmage for the modern
group, the researcher chose to visually emphasize the similarity between
the two groups in their low regard for Wealth, Social Status and Public
lmage

12.Examples of postmodern church links where values are often stated:
http:i/www.emm a usroad . net/. htto:

o

monsp orch com/index. htm

l"

httn://www mission qatherinq. com/ htto :/iwww houseofmercv.orq/
.

http ://www, im aq od ei com m u n itv. comii maqo/i nd ex. isp

http: l/www. upp e rroomcom

13. One of

m u n itv.

orq/. http.//www.

sp i ri tq

a

rage. org/.

the modern churches did not list their individual beliefs, but listed a

series of questions their Alpha course answers. This basic Chnstian
beliefs program walks participants through discussions about God, Jesus,
grace, sin and salvation, and has become a very popular tool for
evangelical churches in the Midwest.
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14.|n evangelical churches, ministry is focused on driving people to make a
decision for Christ (Hybels and Hybels 1995). As one modern pastor
contemplated the rise of postmodern ministry within her church, she
commented that exploring questions and processing God was important;

as long as it led to a decision for Jesus.

15.4 type 3 personality on the Enneagram is driven to completing goals and
organtzing for excellence. The Enneagram, a personality theory matrix, is
commonly used in spiritual direction for understanding personalities and
spiritu

a

I preferences.

16. Examples of postmodern internet communities:

httn: //www.theooze. coml main.cfm
http ://www. L] inkworld. neU

http:i/out churched com/

http:liwww.mosaic-c ommunitv orq/tinks. htm
http:/ /wvwv. emerqe ntvi Iaoe. com/ Site/index. htm
I

17,The researcher was on staff at an evangelical church that grew from 250
people to over 4,000 in 10-years time. She knows first-hand the challenge
of creating opportunities based on individualized gifting

vs filling ministry

needs as a congregation grows in size.

18. Dan Johnson teaches spiritual direction at Cristos Center

for Spiritual

Formation and meets with individuals to help them recognize God's work
in their Iives . htto:/ /rnrurw.christoscenter.orqi. His comments were from

frequent conversations on this topic

19.

The rising influence of evangelicals on politics and culture has been a
recent news hot button. Among the many magazines, newspapers and
opinion columns that have delved into this area, a recent article in Time
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magazine works as an introduction to the growing clout these designated
leaders carry in the church. The 25 Most lnfluential Evangelicals in

America. Time, February 7,2005, Vol. 105, No. 6
20.These resources for programs can be found on publishers'web sites:
http.//www. qroupp ublishins comi http //www wiltow
k.comi
http /iwww .zondervan.com ifeatu resi books/

http:/isho

1

.

nwbooks. comie/h ome. asp

21.This approach was exemplified by Bill Hybels and Willow Creek Church
and taught at every conference. ln fact, churches across the nation
developed the exact team structure Willow Creek had in place, including
lncorporating the same team leader titles such as Program Director and
Executive Pastor.

22.Consistently, the researcher has noted the credit for a company's success
is given to the newly hired CEO or charismatic president. ln hierarchical
systems, accolades are concentrated to the few at the top, while the many

who accomplish the work are out of the attention-getting picture.
Southwest Airlines is a good example of a company that has reversed this

trend by sharing responsibility, and credit, among the many invested
workers.

23.The researcher has interacted with 100+ churches that transitioned to a
contemporary, corporate model of executive staff structures from more
traditional models of clergy and committees She has seen first hand the
benefits and dangers of this type of model.

24.

web link for the world cycle of Prayers of the people
http ilivww worldpravers.o

ace and heali n o

index. htm

rameit, cq i? larchive/rnde x/selected prayers/p
I
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25.The researcher noted that as an older individual attending the postmodern
seruices, she did not feel as welcomed as she was in the modern
churches. This is an area the postmodern churches will want to pay
attention to as postmodern mindsets are not exclusive to the younger
gene rations.

26. Change is driven by need. Alex [t4cManus (2005) states, "The generation

of the twenty first century is married to the

wind Even should they stay at

one fixed locale. which many do not, the world changes beneath their feet.

Movement is constant This world of changing landscapes has evoked
from deep within their heafts a primal longing for place to belong, a hunger

for community (Homo Electronics Migratus, p

1)

27.ltAany people embraced this approach, as seen by the extensive growth of

mega-churches nation-wide (Hybels & Hybels 2001, Thumma 2000).

28 The researcher has observed several churches try to begin postmodern
ministries lf a church did not have an articulate spokesperson for this
ministry approach, one who could communicate the vision for this
paradigm shift in a competling way, then the effort was significantly
hindered or stalled altoqether

29. Debbie Blue's book. Sensua I Orthodoxy,is an excellent example of this.

30.1n the modern ministry model, emphasis on the worship service and its

quality, limited the serving opportunities to those with superior talent. ln

the postmodern churches there is a broader platform from which
individuals can use their talents, abilities. and developing skills. Also, an
authentic offering in the worship service is preferred over excellence.
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31.The researcher has observed that a lack of respect for another person
creates division; and potential valuable information is then dismissed.
32.1n one particular postmodern service, a member of the community gave

the message. He admitted in the talk he was shaky in his faith but was
working on it in this community of friends. He was not a "polished" speaker
but very "real and raw" in talking about his personal story.

33.

An example of a modern interpretation, that even many evangelical
churches have begun to use, is Ihe Message by Eugene Peterson.

34. Debbie Blue writes, "lt's disruptive. There's not room for this king and his

ways lt doesn't mesh very well with what we know; it's all the wrong
shape for any preconceived space. lt doesn't

fit.

I mean how does "love

your enemy," or "turn the other cheek," of "blessed are the merciful, the

poor in spirit, the meek and the weak," really fly in the Pentagon or the
White house or your own psyche?," (p 1g)

35. Descriptors include images of God as father, brother, mother, friend,

creator, companion. sexual lover, wind, water, alr, punisher, enticer,

jealous lover, warrior, sacrifice and gardener.

36.

The researcher has consistently heard church members "target" people for
relationship building effoils in order to share the gospel with them, while
relying on their Chrrstian associates for authentic friendships.

37.While the majorrty of each church's website had a friendly tone, these
references were noticeable. The researcher sees this as representative of

the beliefs of those churches on those topics, but not as welcoming to a
wider group of people as the postmodern churches seek to do.
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Appendix A: Sample Membership Online Survey

Survey

Questions

Mapping of Research Criteria

De mog raph ic i nform ati on

code. _ P1 _P2 _ P3 _ P4 _ M1 _ M2 _M3 _M4
Age range. _ 18-29 _ 30-39 _ 40-49 50-59 _ 60-69 70+
Church

Section 1:
Values based on Schwarfz s and Huismans' model of Motivational Iypes of Values sca/e
Motivational

Value

Value

choices

Sca/e -1 to 3

Power

Social status, Wealth, Public image

Achievement

Success, Capable. Ambition

Hedonism

Pleasure, Enjoying life, Sensual

Stimuiation

Challenge, Variety, Excitement

Self-direction

Creativity, I ndependence, Curiosity

Universalism

Broad-minded, Social justice, Wisdom

Benevolence

Helpful, Forgiving, Loving

Tradition

Devout, Respect, Commitment

Conformity

Restraint, Obedient, Self discipline

Security

Safety, Stability, Harmony

Section 2:
Beliefs based on Postmodern

/

tt/lodern ministry pornfs of difference as sfafed by. Sweet,

McManus, Martoia. McLaren. Kimball. and Easum. Choase one.

Explore God by pursuing questions vs providing people w,ith correct answers
It is important to explore the questions
It is important to know the answers
The church is a safe place to ask questions.
The church is a safe place to learn answers.

Tell me a story and let me figure it out
Tell me what is important to know
It is disrespectful to question God
God invites our questrons.
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Seeking experience with God

vs gaining knowledge about God

I learn best when things are explained to me
I learn best when I experience things
I want to experience the mystery of God
I want

to gain knowledge of God.

It is important to expand my interaction with God.
It is important to expand my knowledge of God.
I believe God teaches me when I directly interact with Him
I believe God teaches me when I hear trained biblical interpretation
lnteraction is preferred teaching method vs. presentation teaching method
I learn best when I hear someone explain the topic to me
I learn best when I discuss the topic with others

Understanding of God comes from pastoral teaching
Understanding of God comes from community relationshrps
People can participate in faith practices after they've made a commitment
People can participate in faith practices as they explore their questions.
I learn about God through the use of the arts.
I learn about God by interacting with the ar1s.

Spiritual transformatian is a process us. spirituat transformation rs fhe decision
Spiritual transformation begins with a decision.
Spiritual transformation begins with a process.
God's actions initiate relationship with me.
My actions initiate relationship with God.
Belief comes before belonging in the community.
Belonging in the community comes before belief.
I have a spiritual destination in mind
I have a spiritual journey in mind

God works in my life before I make a decision to follow.
God works in my life after I make a decision to follow

Varieties of sources relay biblical truth

vs the bible alone for biblical

truth

God's truth is found in the Bible alone
God's truth is found in a variety of sources, including the Bible
Current culture contains Biblical truth
Biblical truth is not found in the current culture
It is important to learn from this faith tradition alone
It is important to learn from a variety of faith traditions
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It is important for spiritual formation to have a primary pastoral teacher.
It is important for spiritual formation to have muitiple community teachers
Senzlce fo fhose outside the church

vs outreach

Io those outside the church

Christians should be engaged in the current culture
Christians should be separate from the current culture
It is important to have outreach programs for the neighborhood
It is impoilant to personally meet the needs of the neighborhood
The church s role is to save the world
The church's role is to serve the world
The church is a safe haven in the midst of a difficult world
The church is a resource to serve those in a difficult world

Section 3:
Leadership culture quesfions are based an the characterisfics of Transformational leadership and
Transactual leadershrp as defined by Burns. Eass, and Avolio. Easum. McManus and MarToia cite
similar characterisfics of transformational leadership as necessary for posfmodern ministry.
Choose one.

ldealized behavior
We thrive on organizatron
We thrive on chaos.
Discussions feel like a debate
Discussions feel like a dralogue

Risk{aking is encouraged
Risk-takrng is discouraged

Changes in rninistry are managed by the leadership
Changes in ministry are sensed by the leadership
lnnovation is modeled
Reliability is modeled
Mistakes are forgiven
h/istakes are punished
lnspiring
I am personally inspired by our vision as a church
I understand what our church vrsion is
I understand my tasks to accomplish as a part of the community
I understand the responsibilities I hold as part of tle community

The vision of our church keeps us driving and moving
The vision of our church keeps us focused and stable
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The church vision challenges my understanding of Christian community
The church vision confirms my understanding of Christian community.

I

ntellectu al stim ul ation

Learning about Christianity rs encouraged, including using the Bible.
Learning many subject areas is encouraged, including using the Bible.

There is dedicated time for creative dreaming
Creative dreaming is done if there is time
I am encouraged to learn from our faith tradition
I am encouraged to include learning from outside our church tradition

Certain areas of the church call for creativity.

Creativity is called for in all areas of the church.
There are clear definitions of what a mature Christian looks like.
The definition of a mature Christian keeps evolving
Listening to the right view is encouraged.
Listening to opposing vrews is encouraged.

I

ndivid

u al

ized con side ration

People at all levels have a voice in the church community
People in leadership have a voice in the church community
Opportunities are made to match my gifting.
My gifting meets the established needs.
I helped create my area of service.
I have been trained for my area of service.

l'm primarily challenged to develop my unique contribution to the church.
I am primarily challenged to contribute to the unique needs of the church
General culturalefhos
Departments of the church function independen|y
Departments of the church work together.
It feels like we run like a business
It feels like we run lrke an art studio
It feels like we have established what a commLnity shourd rook rike
J^^

like we are exploring what a comrnunity should look like.

It is more important to be concerned with what to do
It is more important to be concerned with how we do it
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Appendix B: Demographic Questionnaire Summary

Members

Church

Full-trrne

Attendance

i56

P1

P3

I

I

'tEn

5

87
516
lJ/b

M1

E'
JL

M2
M3

82
AE

1

27C
175
1 165

1

Y

x

I

rl

607

I

r Q1

192

P3

X

Y

X

Marrred

Men
mail
inr-

M1

X
I

x

X

X

X

X
A

X

X

x

Y

X

X

X

X

X

X

Y

X

X

Y

I

X

X

Y

X

x

X

x

X
X

X
X

X

N4rssrons

X

X

I

X

rx

A
X

X

Y

X
X

X
X

X

x

X

A

I

X

X

X

X

X

Y

X

x

HoS

X

X

X

X

X

X

Y

X

X

X

Other

x
X

I

rln

Visilatron
Wedo
Funerals

Desrre

Y

X

X

Y

,

Class

X

i

X

Bible Studv
Servtce
Outreach

AftS

:

Y

X
i

X

ecnnicai

EL

X

COII

Women

Lu:heran
Conference
i,^-t
IL4t
ovenanl
urch
Conference
Lulheran
AFLC - Lutheran

Amerrcan

I

Class.lestlmony.baDtrsm

I

X
X

-

A

Membershrp i Ciassr Covenant : Self ldentrfy r Covenant Trarnrng ,
Adults
Youth
Children
Ycun Adult
Senrors

Atfllratron
E

109

4

P2

P1

Emarl Lis..

5

o

J5,

.)

3

1

I

578

Part-ttrne r

Secu

needs. Libra
Menton

x

,f,

x

x

X

Familv
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Appendix

c: lnterview Questions for Pastors/Leaders

1.

What path led you to your current position?

2.

How would you describe your leadership style?

3.

How would you describe the pastor's or current leader's leadership style?

4.

How has the church changed in the last few years?

5.

What is working here?

6.

What is the biggest challenge the church is facing?

7.

How do you develop believers?

I

How do you reach those who are outside the church?

L

What do you personally need to work better in this environment?

10 Please

look over the following words and circle the ones which describe this culture.
Underline all that apply

Permission-giving careful

practical

established

Risk-taking

learning

stuffy

inviting

Nurturing

rigid

Micro-managed

experimental

dynamic
planned

closed

flexible

intimidating

cautious

Forgiving of

mistakes

Driving

inspiring

Burning-out

stagnant innovative
open
relational
punitive encouraging

empathetic

Serving

authoritative

energizing

connected

Empowering

slow paced
creative

11. Did these words bring up any additional thoughts about the culture at church?

12 what are you learning about your self and leadership here?
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Appendix D: Website Summary
P1

P2

P3

M1

M2

M3

Purpose

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Believe in

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Jesus

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Scrtpture

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

God

I

yes

Grace

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Srni Death

yes

Phrlosophy /
Ministry

yes

Yes

Yes

Missron

extensive

vision

extenstve

yes

Faith

Vet

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

comments

Short

Narrative

Extensive

narrative

extensive

statements

expla in

explain

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

,

""

yes

yes

yes

yes

Worship
comments
ommunrty
rity

pages:

1

Graphrc

Graphrc/intro

Graphrc/ tntro

Purposei

Service times

Servrce trmes

Electric

1950's church

Broken

Service

Address

AP news

sidewalk

times

Mission statement

links

Adult

Purpose

Forum

narrative

guitar/dove
Page

2

General focus

General

of ministry

focus/staff

General focus

d

irectro ns

Site map
Page

general rnfo

3

Statement of

Name

Pastor's

History

Beliefs with

faitn

explanation

page

values

scripture

vision and

dreams

BeIefs

Photo

Views on

scriptu re

church

Homosexuality

:

belrefs I
Page4

r

worshrpinfo

mrssion

Abortion
Organrzatron

Staff

prctures

yes

Extensive/

responsibilrties

Group prct

chart
Leadersh tp

Co-op

criteria

members

Membershrp

Covenant

Staff pictures

extens ive

extensrve

yes
i

criteria
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P2

P1

i

P3

I

M1

M2

M3

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

I

yes

Hrstory of

Artrcles of

church

incorporation

Affiliation

Yesi parent

Yes

Yes / parent

description

ch urch

Multi-

church

denominational

influence

yes

yes

Mustc

yes

Organization

description
Other

Of groups
small groups

eclectic mix

descriptions

Adult

Theology Pub

Theology focus

i

Biblical

Every

Kids

description

Ministry

Youth

base for church

area

confirmation

Things of

Extensrve

Forums/Alpha

importance

Class info

Pastor page

Cale nd ar

Newsletter

By minrstry

i

Smallgroups

I
I

l
I

Educatton

I

I

I
I

I

Community

yes-6

yes-3

yes-3

i

Yes-3

i

Events

1

50+

By ministry

i
I

Volunteer

yes- 4

Yes-2

opportun ity

Yes

Yes

00+

By ministry

1

Graphrcs/

Photo

1950 s style

Symbol/ photo-

photos

composite

mrssional

graphic

Tone/feel

Simple/clean

Hrstorcal

Book of essays

symbol

NY trmes

Music MP3''s

symbol

Photo-3

text book

primer
Resources

Word graphics

School

Simple/clean

announcernents
Artrcles/books

sermons

article

Online coloring book

Web links to

web links

pro-life and

19

to

world organizations

Lutheran
organizations

Contact

Phone/email

Church phone

Phone/emarl

E ma I

only

rnfo/email

Email

Email

Church phone

Church phone

Church photo

AP news links

Blogs/ online

Blog forum

Online Photo

stuff

sermons

gallery

Other

Socral service

Children s stuff

Ivlessage

Message from

lrledra and art

Our Father

from pastor

pastor

Irn

ks

essay

sermons

gallery
Purpose
each ministry
extensive
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Appendix E: Value Ranking Table (Highest to lowest)

Value

P3 i Value

P7

P1

M1 M2,M3

I

I

1 AO
Z.
U(-)

Lovtng

, 2.5

Respect

,

266

Forgrvrng

2

2.55

AE

1 Enloytng Life

2 45

I

2.09 , 2.3

Social Justice
Creatrvity

'

2 .2

IJ

L

5

2

L.

q

^t
R espe Lt

14

2.25

Forgivrng

2.45

)q

t4t

i 2.47

2.53

I 42

10
? 4U

U
'J .)

Self Discrplrne

253

255

c

Wisdom

4.JJ

26

i 251 i262

Commrtment

225

I

IJ

26

Loving

L.

IJ

I

L.JJ

i

Commrtment

213

2.1

Broad-Mrnded

20s

23

Wisd om

g5

L U rlos ity

95

t,2

95

1.9

Helpful

Obedience | 214 , ?.17 i, Z lg

2.2s

I

1 95

Helpful

1na

192

225

Stability

1.86

2 12

/..t+

Enjoying Life

08

I

1

175

195

ndependence

'

97

1.7A

1.8

2 16

Capable

m

2.41

Devout

173 i 187

185

r.oJ

Creatrvrty

158

185

'1 cltr

Safety

178

192

1.47

l

,l
;ll

I

I

2.14

I

l

a riet v

1177

I,J

i

Self Drsciplrne

154 rl, 165 I 175

j

Harmony

j6o ia

Capa b le

1.59

1.65

l.J

Socral

Excitement

168

11

183

Restraint

P leasu

159

165

125

a rret v

St d bi ity

1r.uq

11E,
t-LJ

1I 1A
ru

C u osrty

133,

95

Safety

14

135

Restrarnt

1q,
I 1l
I.J I

Sensua

I

Iae,narrnony
irrlit

W

Justrce

:r,!l1.6 '

1

57 ', 1.71

146

1.35

1.6

46

1.52

14

16

1.34

Excitement

4 Ao

1.41

83

Am brtro n

139

135 I 124

lnq

ol

Pleasure

36

Otr
,UJ

t. to

lndependence 1.15 13 ,13

5B

r

i

1 21

;

Ambitron

,
tl
I

Obedience
Devout
u LLE55

104

r,ll

1
6.

r

1 19

7

04 .75 91 i Success

Ul

1.32

41

.O

,1

D/

02

Sensual

4

AE

Publc lmage

o']
(JJ

5t

Wealth

47i1

U

i

Publrc lmage

385

OB
I

I

Wealth

18 , .5

OE
I

2

I

Socral Status

0

u5

rb

Sociai Status

t+

IJ

t+

r46
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Appendix F: Beliefs Summary (in percentages of responses)
P2

P1

Church invites

Tell me a story

questrons i 95
81

God invites our

ons

100

2. Learn

of God
Ex nd interaction w/God
Direct interaction w/God
te

3

Discuss to ic w/others
Learn from commun
Partici ate while
lor
Learn
interactin w/arts

4. Spiritual transforming

IJL

o/)

70 '92

67 i70

62

55

38

36

Uh

75

B3

g0

67

B3

91

B8

B2

60

86
100

an

75

process 95

57

God initiates relationship
Belonoinq before belief

trtr

ritual

100 | 81

i

r68
5b
72

7B

JL

qq

51

t 41

60

63

66

7q

74
34

100

3?

is+

90 i76

t,

57

i60
i88

tr1
JI
B1

I

Bg ]92 i40 150',,42
on
84

B0
6 Enqaoed in current culture , 100 i g0
50
50
Personal service to nei hbors
Church role to serve world
90
r 90
Church is resource to others i 76
84

92 r59 i70

55
69

100

61

100

l

JJ

54

66

t
I

100 83 i 85
44 45

36
100

t7

I
I

70
49

100

I

; 82
5. Variety of sources w/ bible
B2
Biblical truth in culture
100
Variety of faith traditions
Ir/ultiple community teachers 86

i 100

45

64
42

60
70
84

M3

i60
,65
,49

27
88
63

100

g0

,50

io

78

,83 82 82
90 ,33 :47

65

82

God works before decision

M1 . M2

P3

95 1100 ;63 tZ7
I 100 I 100 I 64 r 60
100 ,4? i59
i80
100
100 100 97

g5

l.Explore the questions

l

64

:bb
,ltl

72
77

B4

s6
58

/b

t47
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Appendix G: Leadership Style Summary (in percentages of responses)

P1 'P2 rP3 iM1 M?

I

1. ldealized Behavior
We thrive on chaos VS. O anization
Discussron are dialqgue (vs. debate)
Risk-takinq is encouraqed (vs. discouraqed)
Chan es are sensed vs mana ed
innovation is modeled s reliabili modeled
Mistakes are forgiven (vs. remembered)

2. lnspiring and Motivational
Vrsion is inspirinq (vs. understandable)

f

I understand m res onsibilities vs. tasks
Vision kee s us drivin imovin vs focus/stable
Vision challen es me vs. confirms m beliefs

3. lntellectual Stimulation
Learn about man SU ect areas vs. Christian
Dedicated time for dreaming (vs. if there is time)
Learn from outside our tradition vs. on our tradition
Creativi in all areas VS. ON certain areas of church
Deflnition mature Christian evolves s. clear / stable
Listenin too osrn vrew encoura ed

4. lndividualized Consideration
Peo le at all levels have a voice vs leaders on
nities made for ifti
vs. meetin needs
Hel
create area of service vs. trained for area
Develo UN ue contribution VS ive to needs
5. General Cultural Ethos
rtments work
her vs inde endent
Run like an art studio (vs. run lrke a busrness)
Elplotilg community (vs established community)
Concerned wrth OCCSS vs. end rod

,5?

95
84

r 11 10
/-l
92 rg3 ,90 t74
100 , 100 94 67
50
47 ,93 42 40 27
tg0 r100 r61 4g 47
95 92 93 ', 75 71

91
100
80
76
00

76

95
73
73
oq

68

183

Ub

r60
r20

56
42

72
34
30

40

54

57
55
25

14

34
58

68

100

4I

42

37

g2

69

77
52
58

4g

4B

49

(o
ot
84 i85
,95 ,100 lZt 1tr

54

55
55

75
56

t 74
IU

5B

BO

84
50

-7,1

'

18

o{
AA

o)

56

gJ

e1 iso ias
iBg
100
82

3+

82

r100 r83
r83 '64

71

91

(J !)

56 is8

94 100 i0s iss
,84

otr

on
uv

,82

168 ,100
,75 g3
', 74 ! 100
60 i50

,73
71
86
64
a1
i tt

M3

i40
t6

2')

!Jt-

30

57
61

J/
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Appendix H: Leadership lnterview Summary
lnterview summaries provide the main ideas from each response. Some are direct quotes; some
are paraphrases. The conversations in their entirety are recorded and were too long to provide all
the transcription here.

1. What path led you to your current position?
1 Bein U n to God Moveci from uth
r to this
P1 I Pastor ersistent asked her to consider leadershi

ition God
t clearin
th
tion Youn est at e?4
D: Friends of others. Came on as a writer for new church. Loved theol
P2
M: Wanted to share the Lord in a ood news wa , not bad news wa Joined adventure.
C: Was asked to hel start a church. doi
music that I liked Pla d locall friends wl R
R Wanted to start a church that wasn't harmful, but healthy and showed the loving side of
\J od I asked several frrends to hel
me starl a church
P2
K new
stor, knew he had friends that were atheists, felt safe. Outlet for creativ
P3 r Worked in me ga church Wanted to do church in a new way Knew I needed to starl fresh.
P

I
;

M1
M1

I

M2 i
M3

Opportunity for greater rnfluence. God led us here
B: Attended since 1998. came on staff in 2001
K: Attended since 1993. came on staff 2001
Missionary i n Africa. Returned to teach adult education. Looking for a new pastor posting
Member of con
ation for 2 Tz
rs Called b God to enter minis here

?
P1

l

P1

P2 i

PZ i
P3

How would you describe your leadership style?

Consensus. iaisser-faire. Excite people, hand off opportunities, and recognize passions
Listen to others and meet needs. Extraverted but wants to work with others
D Facil itator
M Nonruegian Densel Washington. Right brain, non-linier. not organizationally gifted,
workin thi s out as we
C. A Quiet leader
Relaxed, accommodatin
nized but not controllin
Vrsion castin , articulatin the vision

Team orientated, consensus building. Everyone needs to be on the same page
Cheerleader, like to see others excel
M1 | B Viston casting Hands-off drrecting Give toprcs to teachers, they research it for 6 mo,
then meet to review and establish curriculum I hate meetin S
K: (We took a test on this but lforgot what type of leader I am.)Recovering hands-on
leader. Used to do eve
. now I cast vision and motivate others
lvl2 Sink or swrrn Trlat t-U error Failure is oka I am a resource for U le to A bit of rebel
M3 Em
, reluctant leader I surround m self with other ifted
o le Break barriers
M1

3.

How would you describe the pastor's leadership style?

P1 i Senior Pastor of parent church - CEO business type Supportive and permrss ron qrvrnq
P1 i He's out front, asking, helpful, open Lets the Spirit direct. Recognizes the gifts in others.
P2
D Some are more directive than others Workin it out between us, balance of skills.
, M: We make each other do administration
iC Notl rson ullin the load all of us are ulli the load Not a cor orate structure
P2
P3

All relaxed Different traits, one is organized two good one-on-one, great ideas, visionary.
Communal structure- not leaders. We come behind and support others, there is collective
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consideration for the organization The only diffe rence between people is function, not tiiles

NeedSomehelpwithorganization'maybea.,3'.fromtheEnneagramtohelpus,ifwecould
work with

them.

l

Associate pastor is supportrve of me and helps I work with vision: he is the trainer and

M1

develo rR
ect each other
B: l'm his gopher Must fit the vision. mission statement He works to remove obstacles to
be relevant.
K: He is not a micro-ma
er Visiona and ives freedom to trv it Su
VE
Council leader is carin and o
Willin to influence but not be directive Gives us room
lnterim
stor likes new thin
Releases others for minist
Permission to work the vision

M1

M2
M3

4.
P1

P1

PZ

How has the church changed in the last few years?

Was originally pastor centered "l'll do that", now restructured. New lay leadership and
community pastor empower others in leadership God ordained self-recognized ieaders who
share vision but not individual ower. Su ort others E
small rou has an a rentice
Has a stron er sense of ident now. Broader communrcation. Small rou c. 2ra rowr

D Gotten older
M We're seeing

more needs in families. Since we've grown it's harder to get to know

le

We've grown in numbers; therefore, we're not as close as the oriqinal group was. We need
to reach out to the newer eo e too. We re more o anized than we used to be
Community changes with each person, it is intended to morph Biggest change is
accountin for awkers We want to be hos itable, but the communi chan es with them

P2
P3

From traditional to peopleimissional Smooth running organization to accomplishing

M1

; ministry Moved to an executive team organization More freedom to go with ideas/ stay on

|

lM1

i

track. We now devel . envision and im lement
B. Everything Adulteducation department, quality of teaching,20-60 lay pastors. Youth
aration for tri S 6-9 months
minist is hu e Pre aration of teachers 2 rS P
K. Tremendously Malor shift of focus from boards to teams in day-to-day structure More
rarnmrn

Taking more financial risks Played it safe for years. Trying to get the right person in the
rI ht lace at the ri ht time T rn to re-educate con re ation in
UN er mind-sets
Moving from a dependency on clergy to lay minrstry Worship styles are changing. We
haven't been a litu
church since the 80's Now we are more contem ora

M2
M

5

What is working here?

P1

rov/rn communr
C anic worshi
ence Small rou
Music- ori inal, em
iln
Smail rou s Service attendance is rowr
too
D: Worshi and music work well
P2
M. lt's a safe place to express yourself Preachrng stays fresh because there are three of us
that trade off The word and the sacrament flows Sense of casual to serious in worshi
C. We do what we love to do Peo le see that and want what we love
P3 r People are encouraged to go deeper and be changed along the way There is a collective
I spirituality. We are becoming more human and partners with God. Community does not
happen in the worship gatherinq. but in the dinners in homes on Wednesday night.
P1

l\41 , Team minrstry. Peopie involvement is high, 50% Hospitality and connecting in meaningful
j ways is retarning more visitors Preaching the word of God is effective. Relationship with
I Chrrst vs religion of the church
l^
tc orn and bri
IP
B: E
hin is workin all
ramm
tn tn
IVIl
I
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K: Commun
class 101, moves
le into membersh and servin We're friendl
Team leadership. D ivvy up the responsibilities, we are in the culture of 2 working parents
le take on fewer tasks
and more
We have a broad spectrum of ages and some tension between the 5 generations Older
generations need to bless the changes for the sake of the young Younger generations
I^
need to extend to the older
IE

M2

M3

6.

What is the biggest challenge the church is facing?

ive/take baiance Ske cs. Finances-realm of scarc
How to commrt to others.
r kids and children. Need more racial drversi
U
P2
DO anization and details are alwa s a challen tr
M: Getting people connected, we have no set structure for small groups. lnterest drives
options for people. That is where we try to help people connect. We resist organized
structure. We need a "J'' on the Me
B
time and not ettin stuck
r C: Del atr
Financiall challe ed to kee
P2
n
P3 Living with people is hard, but a good hard. Trying to be a communal expression is
challenging To elicit dreams and hopes from people, living beyond their pasts. We're a bit
like a child star and have to live
nd this moment. O anization is a challe a
Findin
Faci

P1
P1

I

I

M1 IFinancial Webuiltaverylargeadditiononfaith Stewardshipisaconceptwewill be
i teachinq on We've had constant change over the last 4 years Need to take a break
M1 B. How many services can we handle?
K: Space is limited and finances are a challenge
M2 Reading the neighborhood We need to get more connected with the neighbors. The
churches current inrage is as a conservativeilegalistic church We don't really know our
ner hbors
f\/l J

Multi-generational church Luther started a theological revolution, not a structural one, We
l"l€ ed to come full circle with the priesthood of the believers There is a call to all people and
i we need to flesh out the second
rt of the reformation
i

7.
P1

P1

P2

How do you develop belrevers?

l\fleet people where they are at Work with their questions; they don't think they need
answers, but they do But they have to work it out. with relationships, conversations.
Connect
le with the Belon in class Work with their
SSIONS
Pa attention. observe See
U le demonstrate their ifts and find
laces for creativi
M (Long time to ponder this) We induct people into the spaciousness of God, into receiving
Him. We pornt to the Good News and point away from ourselves Practically, we use bible
studies the Lexiona from the Revised Common Book of Pra
We tell the
hones of the iabel. We build trust
C:
ie to be free
D: We want
M: We are broken and vulnerable American religiosity trres to undermine that We
ern hasize God's active love for us. which is wa different from moral
Tou h uestron Bein U en and honest. consistent Kee
U eex onn , nurture them
Find what is good and help draw it out Have a sense of respect of what I am.
Apprenticeship on the ground Don t make a brg deal out of leaders, it excluded people, and
its not that big of a deal What happens on WeCnesday nights, when we meet for the
community suppers. that s where ministry happuns. Not really in the gathering, but out there
in the nei hborhood
I

P2
P3

M1

I

Challenge them with the truth of the scripture We have specific programs: Community 101,
SETVI
in the church. smail con re ations with s
fic curriculum.
S iritual ifts invento
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B. Membershi class. 40 D
of Pur SE S tual Gift invento , Adult education ro ram
K: Have lay counselors after service with the gift of evangelism; so people can make a
decision for Jesus
Beginning the Contagious Christian program (Willow Creek program). The focus is on
getting people to make a decision for Christ. ln the past it's been on discipleship. We have
multi le small rou
Programmatically church programs. smail groups. classes to challenge growth Want to
work towards a more organic spirituai formation Need more spiritual directors and
coaches How can we corne alonoside oth ers? Confirmation needs to enqaoe in dialoq UC

M1

M2

M {

8.
P1

P1

i P2

I

Reach out through friendships, relationships. Spirit in action, serving in greater community
Partnershi
with the Brid e. Pride in Livin . Aids Walk
Talk with my frrends Open invitations Exposure through Parlners in Giving community
D The bands plav outside the church, in bars and such
l\il Critically thinking our community, ourselves, our culture. We get the word out by invitrng
others.

t
I

How do you reach those outside the church?

i C: The musrc community. we welcome them in lt's a safe place to play. Think of us as
I Christian Orthodoxy, not urban spirituality We are more like the Basilica, which fills a void
IJ le
that is a
aii
to
PZ i Help peopl e in need Live my life as a good person the best way I can. Lead by example
I Love, non- ud mental ositive and honest. Serve at the shelters etc
P3 Make friends Li ve in a normal way. l'm critical of churches that "attract" people. Being
i missional is a le itimate wa of bei We're not ust a food shelf, but live with God in us
People telling other people about us. People come to the worshi p services and events. We
brin ln Christ to other
le. lt is
relational.
M 1r B: We want to be missed if the church was gone. Faith search seminars such as on
rade and musicals.
evolution/creation. and solid faith/ UCSSIN Softball team CI
K. Haven't concentrated on that much Word of mouth matn
M2
It's a challenge. We tried a golfing event and that failed The church has a very small town
tu et them to reach others outside the church is frustratin
. feel and t n +^
M3 i Not very well We have solid youth programs and then families come here We have no
format to reach others. we are currentl wrestlin with this
M1

mrnts ter in the world b

g
P1
P1

P2

P2
P3

What do you personaliy need for an environment to work best?

Openness. conversation. experimentation, diaiogue. Hate the formality that separates us
Live out m
assions. others oin in Peo le want to row be ond themselves
le with o en communication and res ect
I need a health team Grou
of
tf
D: I need relationshi s, but not in a su rfrcial wa Freedom to be m
M: I need affirmation. rrutual trust and blatant flatte
C I need () le who are interested in doin thrn s lsu rt others in what the are doin
rt.
LJ
dent and rou interaction. Good communication, s
anized but not ri rd lnde
Creativity. freedom, space and competent people I like doing the kind of things worth
A
U ot
makin stuff I don't have an office, ust m la to and an old
ace

M1 i Coffee. A good team of peopie Time away from everything. I need people'rvith skills and
abil
to make this monster succeed
M1 B: Low stress and lots of freedom I like who I work with
i K: I need tools and traininq, staff and volunteers. and seminars
M2 Freedom to ursue directions I like to deve
th in s without restrictions To develo
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relationsh
is vital.
person
people
m
I need team-based leadership and to move as a group. I need
M3il' a
rsonal time Titles mean nothin to me Peo ie need to bri
their talent and ifts to use
I

10. What are you learning about yourself and leadership here?
How to keep leadershtp curious Want to connect with others and be authentic to who I am
How to work with eers. How to move the commun
from livi old ta
I need to take more initiative. Youn
on. I need to take it on Build m
al skills
DWe are witnesses to something else that we can't take credit for We point to the truth
We struggle with that. We are more like waiters than chefs We can do what we do well. But
it's like
out of the WAV
M: No mold has to fit. We're not in a corporate semrnar but witnesses to God's grace. lt's
not rosey visionary stuff Leadership is upside down in the church We are on the bottom
supporting others We are modeling not to do bad things. Theology is vital. lt's having a
leader that asks
le to die
C: lt can be ego driven, especially with me and the studio We bring what we have, We are
all leaders. and we're all u5t la n
Sometimes I need to be less accommodating and have some rules. I can't please everyone
Itistom benefit to roll with the nches and be more flexibie. Sta calm and encou e
Becoming me. moving from potential to becoming I m more cautious, creative, and
contextual I want to be a new me in 5 years, which is a constant in my life. I don't want a
church of stabilit We are constantl becomin somethin new

P1
P1

P2

P?
P3

Learning failure is not v/rong, just needed to learn from it I was born to lead. I enjoy it but it
is uncomfortable at the sarne time l'm always taking an inventory I feel inadequate. But
value the team God has iven me. We love bein
ether. God's doin
reat thin
M1 B: I need to let o and not take thin 5 rsonall I need to care for
at times
K: I have the ift of leadershi l'm learnin how to let o of control. I feel thrown in at times.
i lvl2 I've learned that most of my assumptions tend to be wrong. I need to talk with people. And
il
ask more uestions
,)
I\4 J
It's lonely That I need other people. This is very different from the business world. There is
ahi h flo
on reiationshr here
M1

I

|
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Appendix l: Worship Matrix Summary
P2

P1

GREET
door
Durtn service
other

E

P3
(,

n

a

M1
5

after

MUSIC

after

rock

Bluegrass

Hillsong

acoustic

Wrlloiv
ht rock

ht rock

rh

remake

NS

remakg

ma

I

YCS

VES

Willow
ht rock

man

man

60s

70s

cross
Stained glass

Starned

I

auditorium

ROOM
church
theatre

ord
seats

black box
couches

rrn

Llv

,

S

I

Lt

solo

chorus
rna

M3

tt'!2

SY[/BOLS

CTOSS

Cross/alter

CTOSS

windows

normal

Starned
lass
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I

la

nts

normal

CTOSS

ASS

ad

VETSE

CA

medra
ca nd les

communton

l

3 center
yes

I

i

banners

ln room

alter
yes
paper

i

YBS

I

yes

yes

retro

church
Yes/no

I
I

AT[/OSHERE

Old church

I

out

Han

theatre

formal
casua

Lots free

Yes/no
u

rch ase

yes

Yesi no

s0me

PRAYER
astor
others

interactive

much
Lots free

relaxed
coffee

I

food
friendl
conversatron
a non mous

seve

ra

shorUformal several

I

r

S
S

S

r0m

I

rou

I

response

td

re

nse

30-40 mtn
Pastor

CASUAi

eaker

uest
creed

creed

MESSAGE
who

S

q,

other
25 mtn

astor

30 mtn
attendee

40 mrn
teacher
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Pastor

30 mrn
student

q

5

formal
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two
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one

S
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I

tone

:
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e
UC

r
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i
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q
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Appendix J: Organizational Structure for a Modern Church
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Appendix K: Organizational structure of Postmodern Churches
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Appendix L: Defining Characteristics Matrix

Exponding imoge of God

Return to historicol scripturol text

lnnovotive

Focus on

orgo nizotion

community

Exponding
TESOUTCES

Acting in loving woys
to o hurting world
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